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FEDERAL REGULATION AND CONTROL
OE

RADIO COMMUNICATION

CHAPTER I

PRESENT CONDITIONS

The growth of law follows social and economic development.

Rules of conduct arise when there is subject matter upon which they 

may operate. Legislatures make their enactments to meet existing 

conditions, to prevent abuses already in practice or imminently threat

ened. Courts deal with controversies which have actually arisen.

Legal progress consists in applying old principles to new conditions. 

Railroads and automobiles, telegraphs and telephones, were invented, 

struggled for existence, and came into operation before there was 

special law for them, yet today, under statutes and judicial decisions, 

each has its own nanticular and comprehensive code, regulating its 

conduct and determining its rights and liabilities. Their rules were 

developed slowly, step by step, conflicting legal claims being deter

mined one by one as they received judicial or legislative attention, 

until the settlement of particular problems resulted in a great body 

of recognized law. The process still goes on.
«

Radio communication is passing through the same stages.

Starting as a scientific experiment, with unparalleled rapidity it 

has gained a high place among the communication systems of the world,



but it is still so young that rules for its conduct are yet largely 

undetermined. Excepting litigation over patent rights,comparatively 

few controversies have reached the courts. But the extent and in

timacy of its activities, the complexity of its operations, the novelty 

of its characteristics have created new relationships and peculiar 

problems in the application of established nrinciples, which have in 

the past and will in the future be brought to the attention of the 

courts for solution.

Before entering into the discussion of legal features, it 

is essential to arrive at a clear knowledge of present conditions in 

radio communication, what it is and what it is doing. For It is of 

many kinds, and its elements differ fundamentally from one another in 

character and in legal implications. A rule applicable to a public 

utility engaged in communication by radio telegraph may not have the 

slightest relation to’ the operations of an amateur experimenting with 

the radio telephone. Only by a thorough grasp of the existing situation 

may we understand the problems, the methods for their solution and the 

application of the legal rules, whether by legislation or judicial de

cision, under which rights and obligations are to be determined.

In every communication, there are at least two persons, one 

who sends and one who receives, and so radio necessarily has both a 

transmitting and a receiving end. The voice which enters our homes has

1. Rights in inventions and liabilities for infringement fall within 
the general law applicable to patents, not under the law of radio 
communication, and are therefore not within the scope of this work.
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its utterance elsewhere and. is sent out by transmitting apparatus 

which may be a hundred or a thousand miles away. As to how it traveled 

from one to the other, there is plenty of theory but little real know

ledge. We are told of a mysterious something called "the ether" in 

which move progressive disturbances having wavelengths and frequencies, 

but actual proof of its existence is lacking. We are in the realm of 

hypothesis. Yet the theories do fit the facts and explain the observed 

phenomena and so we accept them and use the terms as glibly as though 

we thoroughly understood their meaning.

The important thing is that by radio we are able to take a 

sound produced at one place and to reproduce it at the speed of light 

at another place or at many other nlaces at one and the same time and 

by one operation. 

Marine Service

Radio communication found its first use some twenty years ago 

*■3 a means of transmitting messages between ships and from ship to shore. 

The land had long enjoyed efficient communication, but until the advent 

of radio, the sea had none. The vessel leaving harbor remained voiceless 

until it again reached the shore, except for occasional chance conversa- 

tion or signal exchange with a passing vessel. It could not call for aid 

in time of peril; its master could not receive instructions from the 

owner; passengers could not communicate. It was utterly isolated, self- 

contained and self-dependent. Radio revolutionized the situation, and 

quickly became a marine necessity, as much as life boats or other pro
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tective equipment. There is no compilation to show the number of 

lives or the amount of property saved by radio from the perils of 

the sea, but they doubtless reach, surprising totals. The transoceanic 

passenger today may put himself in touch with either shore whenever 

he pleases. The ocean use of radio was first in time and it remains 

first in importance.

Transoceanic Service

There is only a difference in distance between the establish

ment of communications from shore to ship and the sending of a message 

to a sister land station across the sea. The step was soon taken. In 

1919, American development of transoceanic radio communication commenced 

in earnest. It has grown rapidly. Unlike the field of marine communica

tion where radio has sole control, transoceanic service has a strong 

rival in the submarine cables, which link the countries of the world. 

The two systems are highly competitive and each has a certain advantage 

in service. The cables have no atmospheric disturbances to cause inter

ruption or delays, while radio can give direct service to Interior points 

which the cables cannot reach except by land line relays. Direct circuits 

are now in operation with Great Britain, France, Germany, Sweden, Holland, 

Poland, Italy, the Argentine Republic, Brazil, Hawaii, the Bast Indies, 

and Japan, and the Philippines. Stations at New Orleans and Miami furnish 

service to Central America, operating circuits with Panama, Costa Rica, 

Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and Colombia. The investment by American
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concerns in such stations amounts to over $20,000,000 and the radio 

companies do about 60$ of the transpacific and 20$ of the transatlantic 

business. Besides these, there are a large number of powerful stations 

operated by the Navy, keeping in touch with its ships and furnishing 

commercial service where private stations are not available. More than 

2,000 naval vessels carry radio equipment.

Amateurs

By far the largest class of radio stations, numerically speak

ing, is made up of those operated by the amateurs. In 1912, they numbered 

a few hundred. There are now over 50,000. Organized in the American 

Helay League, they form a network covering the United States and having 

its connections with foreign countries. The demands of commercial ser

vice have continually crowded them into channels considered least desir

able. The urge of necessity plus unceasing effort and experimentation 

have played a considerable part in converting these channels from the 

worthless to the valuable. The amateurs have earned and won an outstand

ing position in the radio family.

Telephony

The services so far referred to are carried on mainly by tele

graph. Telephonic communication, the reproduction of voice or sound as 

distinguished from the transmission of dots and dashes, is a more recent 

development. It commenced on a practical scale thirteen years ago, and 

reached Its anex in the recent opening of a transatlantic circuit which 

makes possible conversations between New York and London as simply as by 

long distance lines in this country, a service capable of indefinite ex

pansion.
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Broadcasting

Broadcasting, as the expression is commonly used, is but one 

form of radio tele-phony. It is the most popular and at the same time 

the most troublesome member of the radio family. It has created new 

values and new difficulties. It raises unheard-of legal -problems. It 

has won its place without legal authority and with little financial 

basis. Yet it is the foundation for an immense industry.

For the year 1921, the total sales of radio apparatus did

not exceed a million dollars. In 1926, they were more than four hundred 

millions. There are now about six hundred and eight broadcasting statioiB , 

whose cost of construction varies from a few thousand dollars to nearly 

half a million, probably representing a total of over twenty-eight million 

dollars. The annual expense of upkeep and operation is close to the same 

figure.

The number of receiving sets in use is unknown but they pro

bably exceed five millions, and it has been estimated that there are 

over twenty million radio listeners in the United States. A sneaker at 

a recent banquet in New York boasted that his words were being heard by 

a quarter of the people of the United States, and, allowance being made 

for the license permissible on such occasions, his statement may not have 

been far from the truth. Whatever the percentage may be, a great and 

growing number of people look to radio broadcasting for relaxation, en

tertainment and information. It is becoming as indispensable a feature 

of the American home as are other common household utilities, the tele

phone and the incandescent lamp.
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Investment in manufacturing plants runs into the hundreds of 

millions of dollars and hundreds of thousands of our people are employed 

directly or indirectly in the manufacturing or distribution of radio 

equipment.

Broadcasting and the activities dependent on it have thus ac

quired a highly Important ulace in American industry.

American broadcasting is distinguished from all other forms of 

communication in that those who enjoy its service make no direct payment 

for it. The listener pays neither toll nor tax. The entire maintenance 

of broadcasting is gratuitous so far as the listener is concerned. This 

is net true in other countries. Broadcasting abroad is financed upon the 

principle that those who receive should nay. Great Britain, second only 

to the United States in broadcasting development, imposes a tax in the 

form of a license upon receiving sets, and the operating expense is paid 

from the proceeds. Other countries have similar systems. In America 

alone is the operation of a receiving set open to everyone without tax 

or payment and in no other land is the service so extensive or so effi

cient.

The value of the wire telephone and telegraph lies in the power 

to furnish private means of communication between two particular individ

uals. The essential quality of broadcasting is nrecisely the opposite. 

Its value is in its diffusion. It is more akin to the printing press. 

Printed matter serves to bring the thoughts of one to the minds of many 

through the eyes. Broadcasting does the same thing through the ears.
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It allows the individual to coranunicate simultaneously with a multitude 

of his fellowmen, however widely scattered.

It lives at the will of the receiver, while other commuTiica- 

tion services cater to the sender. Since the pleasing of the listener 

is the primary purpose, every broadcaster now selects according to his 

own judgment what he will broadcast. He rejects matter which he con

siders undesirable, in the belief that indiscriminate use might easily 

destroy the reputation and prestige of his station and do much more harm 

than could be compensated by any payment received, not to mention a 

possible liability for defamatory matter.

In this respect, the broadcaster is in the same position as 

the newspaper owner who opens or closes his columns to news or views ac

cording to his own wish or interest.

Motives for Broadcasting

Probably a few of the larger manufacturers of radio apparatus 

would continue to broadcast even though the use of their names was pro-
' I-

hibited. If there were no broadcasting, there would be no listeners 

and no sales of sets. But excepting these classes, and likewise char

itably excepting churches and educational institutions, there is only 

one motive impelling the expenditure and that is the desire for publicity. 

It is a simple case of self-advertising. There are a few individuals 

whose desire for self-expression finds satisfaction in the mere fact 

of publicity without ulterior end. The department store believes that 

the publicity resulting from the mere repetition of its name many times 



nightly fixes its identity in the minds of customers which is translated 

into increased sales. The manufacturer is in the same position. All 

consider that they are recompensed for their outlay or they would not 

continue to make it. There is no more philanthropy in this business than 

in any other.

“Paid Advertising^

Prom the condition in which each prospective advertiser must 

build and operate his own station to the plan of hiring a station already 

built is a natural step, yet one which was taken slowly. The practice 

of "selling time," in other words, the renting out of a station’s facil

ities, is a development of recent years. It spread rapidly and a large 

proportion of the more important stations now engage in it. Charges run 

all the way from $25 to $600 an hour, varying with the character and 

reputation of the station and the extent of its audience. In theory, 

the toll is primarily based upon the number of persons who hear the 

program, just as newspaper and magazine rates are based upon circulation, 

though a primary difference lies in the fact that the publication knows 

and can prove its circulation, while a bx’oadcasting station can only 

estimate its listeners.

Use of Wavelengths for Broadcasting

The pioneer broadcasting station of the world is Station KUKA 

of Pittsburgh, erected in 1921. It marked a path that was soon followed 

by a multitude. Stations sprang up in all parts of the United States. 

No one located or spaced them according to service needs or under any 
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preadopted plan. They merely grew. Some communities are oversupplied 

with stations and other sections lack them. We have crowding and con

gestion in most places. All available wavelengths are in use. The 

radio streets are filled and the parking places all occupied. The 

situation involves a new field of legal rights and liabilities.

Science and present technical knowledge as exemplified in 

transmitting and receiving apparatus permit the use of only a limited 

number of other channels. We are occasionally told that this limita

tion will be lessened or done away with by new invention, and that 

may happen, but today’s radio communication must be conducted on the 

basis of present knowledge.

So far as we know now, no two stations can operate close 

together on the same channels at the same time in substantially the 

same listening territory, and each one must even have a little elbow 

room as against his neighbor. When they conflict, the situation is 

much like that of two trains attempting to pass on a single track. 

Since most of the legal questions in radio, whether of governmental 

regulation or mutual rights, arise out of this situation, it is essen

tial to understand its causes and effects.

Theoretically, at least, the emanations from a transmitting 

station travel in the form of waves. The distance from crest to crest 

is called the length of the wave or the wavelength and is measured in 

meters. There is no such actual permanent thing as a wavelength, any 



more than there is an inch or a yard or a mile. It is merely a unit 

of measurement, characteristic of station radiation. The station sends 

out a certain number of waves each second. This number fixes its fre

quency and is measured in kilocycles. To say that a station operates 

on 500 kilocycles, or 600 meters, means that it sends out 500,000 waves 

per second, each 600 meters long. Frequencies run into the millions 

per second.

The UBe of the word "wavelength" may easily become an impedi

ment to clear thinking. It has become so habitual in radio parlance 

that we visualize it as connecting an actual thing, physically suscept

ible of ownership and use. It is really only a convenient expression 

indicating operation of radio apparatus in a particular manner and so 

as to cause certain results. It is in that sense that the word is used 

throughout this discussion.

Voice or music consists entirely of vibrations, and in order 

to secure quality when transmitted by radio, it is essential that all 

the vibrations be carried without discrimination. When a radio wave 

is carrying speech or music, it is accompanied by these vibrations on 

either side of its main frequency, as high as 5,000 a second, and it 

occupies therefore a channel 10,000 cycles, or 10 kilocycles, in width. 

No other station can trespass in this channel without potential inter

ference. It follows that the frequencies used by broadcasting stations 

must be separated by at least 10 kilocycles if interference between them 

is to be avoided.
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The receiving set, to he efficient, must therefore have the 

ability, under normal circumstances, to select among stations whose 

frequencies are separated by only ten kilocycles, assuming a reasonable 

ratio to the strength of the waves. This means that such a set is so 

delicately constructed and adjusted that It responds to waves coming 

at the rate of 1,000,000 a second and disregards those at 990,000 a 

second. The mind is hardly able to grasp such speeds and the differ

ence is so small as to be almost inconceivable. Yet the set works and 

this characteristic makes it possible to select among the crowding 

voices, to hear one and exclude the others. But there must be at 

least the 10 kilocycle separation between them or the receiver cannot 

exclude without destroying musical quality and speech intelligibility.

Wavelengths were assigned by the Department of Commerce 

from 1912 until 1926, when an opinion of the Attorney General held 

that authority to do so had not been conferred. Thereafter, until the 

passage of the Radio Act of 1927, station owners were free to select 

their wavelengths at their individual desire.

The present broadcasting band covers wavelengths from 200 

to 600 meters, which, expressed in kilocycles, includes those from 

1500 to 500, or 1000 kilocycles in all. Obviously, therefore, there 

is the possibility of using only 100 channels, spacing them 10 kilo

cycles apart, in this entire band. Necessary consideration for 

channels used in Canada, and the avoidance of ship interference on 

600 has reduced the available channels to 89. Since 1923, there have
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continuously been more than 500 stations in the United States, each 

requiring a wavelength, so that it has been mathematically impossible 

to provide a separate channel for each.

Wavelengths for Telegraphic Use

The shortage in wavelengths is by far the most pronounced 

in the broadcasting band. It amounts to exhaustion. In the tele

graphic field, conditions are not as bad but available channels are 

being occupied with rapidity. Possible channels are theoretically 

infinite in number, but practical use is always limited by the capacity 

of the apparatus. As point to point service and telegraphic broad

casting develop, as both give signs of doing, it may be a comparatively 

short time before they are equally congested.

International Services

In the international field, there is neither allocation of 

wavelengths nor other regulation, except for marine use. The trans

oceanic stations avoid each other’s channels as a matter of mutual 

accommodation as well as from necessity. International agreements may 

become essential but none is in existence now.
i

Call Letters

The custom of designating each station by call letters is a 

survival of the sea. It was much easier for a ship to identify itself, 

or to call another by using a combination of three or four letters 

than by spelling out its name. A dozen ships might have the same
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name, but a letter combination belonged to it alone. The same principles 

applied to the shore stations in a lesser degree and they followed the 

practice.

The nations of the world have now divided the alphabet among 

them. In,the partition, the United States received all combinations be

ginning with either an N or a W, and part of those commencing with K, the 

remainder of the K*s being split between Germany, Danzig and Latvia. For 

this reason, all stations in this country have combinations beginning 

with one of those letters. In practice, the Department of Commerce has, 

with a few exceptions, assigned the letter W to stations East of the 

Mississippi River and K to those West. There is no danger of a shortage 

of call letters, but it is not always possible to give a station the 

combination it desires. There has grown up a tendency among broadcasters 

to select letters corresponding to the initials of the station owner, 

signifying its location, answering to its slogan, or otherwise typifying 

the station. WGN, WLS, WJAX, and WPG are examples, and there are many 

others. In broadcasting, call letters serve no very useful purpose, 

though they are convenient as a means of reference, and, for announce

ments, and become identified with the reputation of the station to such 

an extent as to have real advertising value. One station has been 

honored by having its letters adopted as a brand for candy, and another 

as the title of a garage, which has raised the question as to whether 

there can be title in letters. Can any man own the alphabet or a mean

ingless arrangement of a part of it?
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Legal Problems

Every development that has a major effect upon the lives and 

activities of individuals, their business and their interrelations, 

necessarily brings with it now questions of rights, duties and liabili

ties. Communication by radio is no exception to the rule. Affecting 

as it now does a large majority of our entire population, expanding 

continually on its commercial side, it is bound to bring with it many 

conflicts and controversies. Some have already appeared, others are 

in the offing and doubtless more will arise that are not now even anti

cipated.

The fundamental principles on which the entire industry depends 

have not been clearly determined, still less judicially declared. The 

right of the listener to uninterrupted reception and of the sender to 

transmit without interference, the legal status of the transmitter, con

flicting claims to wavelengths, the power of Federal and state regula

tion, and the line between them, ownership of program and broadcast 

material, including the control of rebroadcasting, liability for defama

tory matter, international relationships, are subjects which have re

ceived discussion but no determination. The field is still virgin. The 

statute law, which always lags behind commercial development, does not 

afford a complete answer. For solutions we must look to the principles 

of the common law with its fundamentals of social justice, and the 

elasticity and flexibility which keeps it living and growing as society 

progresses.
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It is always difficult to apply a general principle to a 

specific condition, and this is particularly true in a situation as 

novel and complex as radio. There is no room for dogmatism, and it 

is necessary to indulge largely in speculation. Authority and pre

cedent are lacking - the course is uncharted. Yet speculative analysis 

is justified for we are in the field of legal uncertainty. Only hy 

full discussion and the consideration of probabilities may we find the 

solutions upon which radio progress in the immediate future largely 

depends.
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CHAPTER II

THE RIGHT TO ENGAGE IN RADIO COMMUNICATION

Radio Communication a Natural Right

The right to build and operate a radio transmitting station 

or receiving set is as natural and Inherent as to engage in any other 

legitimate human activity. Fundamentally, it is not a matter of gov

ernmental grant or privilege. The individual who owns real estate may 

erect upon it what he pleases. Having the necessary materials, he may 

construct such apparatus and appliances as he chooses. If he builds a 

transmitting station, he owns it as absolutely as any other piece of 

property, and has the same right to its use. He may find his operations 

regulated by government under the police power, the taxing power, or 

the authority to regulate interstate and foreign commerce and he must 

subject himself to the ordinary legal rules which govern his relation

ships with his fellowmen, but in all these respects, he is on an equal 

plane with the other members of his community. In any legal discussion, 

it is well to keep in mind the realization that conducting radio com

munication is not a matter of grace or favor, but only one of the mani

fold modern activities in which anyone may engage, whether for business 

or pleasure, subject only to the ordinary limitations governing human 

conduct.

It is well also to dismiss from our minds any thought that 

the right to carry on radio communication is to be distinguished or 



differentiated from other enterprises because of the necessary use of 

the air or ether. It has been argued that radio transmission necessarily 

passes beyond the area belonging to the owner of the station; that it 

trespasses upon the land of others, whether upon the surface or far 

above; that it uses channels through the other which belong to the public 

as do streets and highways; and that consequently there is always an 

invasion of either private or public rights. Private ownership of air 

space is seriously urged. These various positions are somewhat incon

sistent with one another, are for the most part unfounded on fact or 

science and are misleading in conclusion, yet iteration makes some dis

cussion of them necessary.

Ownershir of the Ether

The force by which signals are sent from the transmitting to 

the receiving station, whatever it may be, in traversing the space be

tween the two points presumably passes through something. We think of 

it as traveling in the air, but that is not altogether correct, for it 

penetrates not only the air but the earth, the walls of houses and other 

solid bodies in which no atmosphere is present. Eor want of a better 

term, scientists have designated as the "ether” the hypothetical sub

stance which is supposed to exist between and surrounding the atoms or 

electrons of all matter and through which the radio wave is assumed to 

travel. What the ether is, whether it actually has materiality, and, 

in fact, whether it really exists, is not today susceptible of positive



demonstration. Attempts have been made to obtain Congressional de

clarations that the ether belongs to the federal Government, and the 

Joint Resolution of Congress, approved December 8, 1926, was seemingly 

based upon the idea of ether proprietorships

It is difficult to grasp this theory of ownership. It in

volves the possibility of title to the nonexistent. Whoever claims 

ownership to a thing or substance may very properly be required to 

prove existence before discussing title. Un to this date in legal 

history, courts have not lent the judicial ear to controversies over 

the hypothetical.

No Title in Government

But even though the ether had material existence so as to 

be susceptible of ownership, there would still be a flaw in the argu

ment of those who assert title in either Federal or state government. 

Certainly, it does not belong to the United States, whose limited cowers 

are defined and restricted by the Constitution. That document will be 

read in vain in search for any applicable provision. The power to 

regulate commerce obviously does not confer title to the medium by or 

through which that commerce is carried on. Sovereignty, colice cower, 

regulatory control, are wholly distinct and independent of ownership. 

The Federal Government exercises full jurisdiction over navigable

1. "Science for a hundred years reasoned its way to an ’ether’, which
is now in high disfavor with the physicist elite." Durant-History 
of Philosophy, 184.
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waters, yet it does not own them, nor their beds nor their banks. So 

likewise with the states. They may have sovereignty over everything 

within, below and above their areas, but not proprietorship. We some

times use language implying that everything not held in private owner

ship belongs to the public or to the state, wild animals for example, 

or running water, but, paradoxical though it seem, the expression is 

equivalent to its exact opposite and really imports ownership in no 

one. The very idea of ownershin implies individual benefit to the ex

clusion of others.1 We may therefore safely conclude that no "owner

ship of ether" constitutes a danger to radio communication.

Private Ownershin of Air Snace

The theory of radio trespass in upner air space is always 

and exclusively founded upon the ancient maxim cujus est solum, ejus 

est usque ad coelum (whoever has the land possesses all the space up

wards to an indefinite extent).

In other words, the boundaries of any tract of land are 

planes converging as they pass below the surface of the earth until 

they meet in the common center and diverging as they rise upward until 

they are separated by whatever distance infinity will permit. That 

seems to be the fairest way to express the rale, it being difficult 

under the modern conception of the universe to draw the lines to con

form precisely to the astronomical ideas of the author of the maxim.

1. "The conception of property is exclusiveness, the rights of ex
clusive possession, enjoyment and disposition. Take away these 
rights and you take all that there is of property." The Pipe 
Line Oases, 234 U. S. 548, 571.

2. 1 Cooley’s Blackstone, u. 445. "The estate of an owner in land 
is grandiloquently described as extending ab orco usque ad coelum** 
Justice Brandeis in Penn Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 IJ. S. 393, 419.
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Our law is found, in legislative enactments and. decisions 

of courts having jurisdiction over the subject matter upon which they 

pass. There is no statute making effective the maxim under discus-
* 

sion. Obviously there could be no ancient court decision adopting 

or declaring it authoritatively, for neither the bowels of the earth 

nor the heights of the heavens could then, even as much as now, be 

the subject matter for adjudication in a tribunal.

The maxim is of ancient origin. The first mention of it 

in English jurisprudence seems to be in its citation by Croke, a law
1 ? reporter. It is apparently not found in the Roman Law, and has

3 been traced to a glossator’s note about 1519.

Maxims and general principles are useful only so far as they 

help in the solution of particular problems. They owe their existence 

to a general acceptance by mankind based upon experience and they may 

gain or lose vigor with changing conditions. "The political or philo

sophical aphorism of one generation is doubted by the next, and entirely 

discarded by the third; the race moves forward constantly, and no Canute
4 

can stay its progress." So far as the maxim under discussion is founded 

on practical application, it is a valuable expression of a general rule. 

It has been referred to as a "fanciful phrase."® When the attempt is 

made to extend it to untried fields, absurdity results. Courts have

1. Cro. Eliz. 118. See Hazeltine, The Law of the Air, 63.
2. J. M. Spaight, Aircraft in Peace and War, n. 54.
3. Report Am. Bar Assoc., 1912, n. 515, and see Spaight, supra.
4. Borgnis v. Falk Co., 147 Wis. 327; 133 N. W. 209.
5. Board v. United Tel. Co., 13 Q. B. D. 904.
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refused, to do so. They have confined, it to that portion of the earth 

which jsay he used, for trees and. structures. The very basis of property 

is possession. All ownership is postulated, upon possibility of control, 

and. that which may not be possessed, may not be own@d* . As said by 

Justice Holmes, '’possession is the beginning of ownership."^ Full vigor 

is given to this maxim when the title of the owner of the surface is 

recognized, as including the space under or above his land so far as he 

is able to occupy it, and no farther. It has been said that the "rule 

or maxim giving the right of ownership to everything above the surface 

to the owner of the soil has full effect, without extending it to any-
p 

thing entirely disconnected with or detached from the soil itself'J

As thus qualified, limiting title to that which may be used 

and occupied, the rules leave the field of abstruse theory and enter 

the practical. A similar rule has been adopted by two trial courts 

which considered trespass on air space by airplanes.

Entry on Private Property

But the radio waves do not confine themselves to space high 

above the earth. If they did so, they would be useless to man because

1. Missouri v. Holland, 252 U. S. 416, 434.
2. Hoffman v. Armstrong, 48 JST. Y. 201; 6 Am. Hep. 537, 539. And see 

to same effect Butler v. Frontier Tel. Co., 186 N. Y. 486, 79 N. E. 
716. Skinner v. Wilder, 38 Vt. 115.

3. Unreported Minn. Bist. Ct. Case, Michael, J., Commonwealth v. Nevin, 
2 Bist. & Co. Rep. 241. All this discussion is much more germane 
to the law of aviation than to that of radio. It is fully treated
by Capt. Greer, "International Aerial Regulations" Air Information 
Circular, July 15, 1926.
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'beyond, his reach. They come within antenna height, penetrate walls 

and. enter ground, and. dwellings, and the question of the right of the 

property owner is therefore wholly independent of the unward extent 

of his title. Indeed, discussion of invasion of upper air space is 

really only academic. The entry of the radio wave, if there is one, 

is general on property, and inquiry must therefore be directed to its 

character rather than location.

A radio wave passing through air, earth, rock, brick or 

timber causes no change in the material. The particles of matter re

main the same as before, to all practical intents and purposes, their 

quality unchanged and position unaltered. If we could imagine the space 

above and below the surface of land to be a vacuum, the radiation would 

still pass through it. Nothing is added to it and nothing taken away. 

There is no appreciable effect whatever, certainly no physical entry. 

The wave cannot be seen, felt or detected by any of the senses without 

artificial aid. It is invisible, intangible and imponderable.

To constitute trespass, as distinct from nuisance or other 

form of action, there must usually be an entry on land either by a 

person or by some thing or object which he sets in motion. Walking 

across the land of another, throwing stones or casting dirt upon it, 

is actionable trespass irrespective of damage. But damage resulting 

from acts done outside of the land of the injured party, without phy

sical entry upon it, usually falls within the category of nuisance or 

becomes actionable because of negligence. In the old nomenclature, re

covery is by action on the case rather than by trespass quaere clausum 

fregit >.
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To say that harmless penetrating radiation is an entry or a 

trespass is to extend, legal fiction far beyond, the bounds of precedent. 

Leaving out questions of radio interference, which will be discussed 

later, and considering only the mere passing of harmless radiation into 

or across land, it is safe to say that there is no precedent in law, 

whether based on ownership or otherwise, which would give cause of ac

tion or ground for relief. One writer has said, in a discussion of 

liability for aircraft entry on upper spaced

"A more alluring analogy is presented by the case
of the hertzian waves sent out by a wireless station,
which, in turn, is analogous to hangars and landing 
places on which aircraft are dependent. No claim for 
damages in regard to these waves appear to have been 
made, and indeed is quite unthinkable.”

Under the rule ”ubi jus ibi remedium11, the novelty of an ac

tion is no objection to it, and it has been said that if men will multi

ply injuries, actions must be multiplied too, for every man that is 

injured ought to have his recompense, and if we once assume that an 

act is wrongful under some established legal principle, it follows that 

there is some method of legal redress. But we are now dealing not with 

injuries but, at the most, with technical invasions upon abstract legal 

rights, quite a different matter.

There is a maxim which seems decisive of the question, namely, 

de minimis non curat lex - the law will not concern itself with trifles. 

Courts of justice do not deal with petty and immaterial matters. Confining

1. American Law Review, 1919, p. 729.
2. Lord Holt in Ashby v. White, 2 Raym, (Bng.) 938, 955.
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discussion still to non-interfering radio waves, what could be more 

trifling or immaterial than the radiation now under consideration? A 

proceeding based merely on the theory that its entrance within a man’s 

property is a violation of his rights, is an invitation to the courts 

to abandon the practical and enter the realm of the abstruse. Suche
litigation could serve no useful end, and the courts would probably re

fuse to entertain it under the rule of de minimis, if for no other 

reason.

It would seem, therefore, that the mere sending into a man's 

house of an electrical impulse, invisible and undetectable by the 

natural senses, doing no harm, and causing no annoyance, is an act 

not within present judicial cognizance. At least, there seems to be 

no rule of the common law which makes it actionable.

Limitations on Communication Rights

Although it be true that there is nothing in the character 

of radio communication which imposes restriction on the right of the 

individual to engage in it, it does not follow that his right is 

absolute, unlimited or free from the possibility of governmental regu

lation. In this respect, he is subject to the same rules as those 

engaged in like legitimate occupations. Contractual obligations, 

tortious responsibility, regulatory, laws, apply to him as to others 

similarly situated. Limitations upon his right to operate will be 

found to fall princinally under three heads, regulation by the Federal
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Government under its authority over interstate and foreign commerce, 

regulation by the state under its general police powers, including, as 

to certain stations, those applicable to public utilities, and the re

strictions which arise from his duty to conduct his own activities, 

however legitimate in themselves, so as not unduly to disturb his 

neighbors.



CHAPTER III

FEDERAL JURISDICTION

Sources of Federal Authority

Several of the powers conferred upon Congress by the Consti

tution have been suggested as sources for Federal right of radio control. 

They include the power to make treaties with other nations and to carry 

them into effect by appropriate legislation; to establish post offices 

and post roads; the war power; and the power to "regulate commerce with 

foreign nations and among the several states."^

There can be no question that legislation would be upheld if 

calculated to carry out the provisions of an existing treaty^ and argu

ments can be made for the derivation of legislative control from the war 

power and authority over post roads. It hardly seems necessary however 

to invoke these provisions, for the commerce clause is ample for all 

purposes.

Transmission of Intelligence is Commerce

The word "commerce" is necessarily of changing significance.

Its meaning broadens as new methods of conducting business and intercourse 

come into being. The methods of today are far different from those known 

in Revolutionary times yet the general language of the commerce clause 

includes them. Although steam vessels, railroads, telegraphs, telephones, 

radio and airplanes are all of later birth, they are only instruments

1. Power of Congress over Radio Communication - Am. Bar Assoc. Journal 
January, 1925.

2. Missouri v. Holland, 252 U. S. 416.
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for the carrying on of commercial intercourse, the same in kind though 

greater in extent. The subject matter of commerce in Revolutionary days 

was some tangible thing - it meant usually the t ran snort at ion of merchan

dise or transit of persons from one place to another. Communication 

methods were crude. Judicial definitions accorded with the existing 

system and met all needs. But the chief pride of our law has been its 

elasticity and courts had no difficulty in fitting it to new commercial 

conditions. They applied the commerce clause to transportation by steam 

vessels and railroads when these great agencies entered the transporta

tion field.

As communication facilities developed and intercourse came 

to mean the exchange of intelligence as well as of material wares, and 

electricity began to play its part through the invention of the telegraph 

and the telephone, judicial decisions did not confine themselves to pre

cedent but expanded to keep pace with progress. It was a long step from 

the idea that commerce was the actual transportation from one place to 

another of goods and merchandise to the conception that it embraced the 

electrical reproduction at one place of dots and dashes originated else

where. The courts recognized the difference, the Supreme Court saying^ 

that intercourse by telegraph "differs in material particulars from that 

portion of commerce with foreign countries and between the states which 

consists in the carriage of persons and the transportation and exchange 

1. W. U. Tel. Co. v. Pendleton, 122 U. S. 347, 356.
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of commodities, -croon which we have been so often called upon to pass. 

It differs not only in the subjects which it transmits, but in the means 

of transmission. Other commerce deals only with uersons, or with visible 

and tangible things. But the telegraph transports nothing visible and 

tangible; it carries only ideas, wishes, orders, and intelligence." The 

courts found no difficulty in holding that such communication constituted 

commerce. One of the earliest telegraph cases^- disposes of the question 

rather summarily as follows: "Is telegraphy any branch of commercial in

tercourse? To ask the question is to answer it. So interwoven has the 

custom of communication by telegraph, become with trade and traffic, that 

to separate it without serious disturbance of vast trade relations and 

financial transactions, would be a task as difficult as to cut the pound 

of flesh without a single drop of blood. It is the life and soul of 

civilized commercial transactions; many of the most important are daily 

ruled by telegraph. The banker, the merchant, the farmer, the broker, 

all traders, depend upon the telegraph for speedy information and means 

of intercourse in their various business end traffic."
2

In the first case in which the Supreme Court discussed the 

commerce clause in connection with telegraphy there appears the follow

ing language, almost in terms applicable to radio development: "The 

powers thus granted are not confined to the instrumentalities of commerce, 

or the postal service known or in use when the Constitution was adopted,

1. W. U. Tel. Co. v. Atl. & Pac. States Tel. Co., 5 Nov. 102, 109.
2. Pensacola Tel. Co. v. West. U. Tel. Co., 96 U. S. 1, 9. 
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but they keep pace with the progress of the country, and adapt them

selves to the new developments of time and circumstances. They extend 

from the horse with its rider to the stage coach, from the sailing 

vessel to the steamboat, from the coach and the steamboat to the rail

road, and from the railroad to the telegraph, as these new agencies are 

successively brought into use to meet the demands of increasing popula

tion and wealth. They were intended for the government of the business 

to which they relate, at all times and under all circumstances.

'•The electric telegraph marks an epoch in the progress of 

time. In a little more than a quarter of a century it has changed the 

habits of business, and become one of the necessities of commerce."

It is now accepted law that the transmission of telegraph 

and telephone communications from one state to another constitutes 

interstate commerce and is subject to federal legislation and control.1 

Radio Point to Point Transmission is Commerce

1. W. U. Tel. Co. v. Roster, 247 U. S. 105; W- U. Tel. Co. v. Commer
cial Milling Co. 218 U. S. 406; Ratterman v. tf. U. Tel. Co., 127
U. S. 411; Leloup v. Port of Mobile, 127 U. S. 640. It has been 
recently held that the transmission of electric current across state 
lines is interstate commerce. Publ. Util. Cora, of Rhode Island v. 
Attleboro S. & E. Co., 269 U. S. 546. decided January 3, 1927.

The transmission of communications by radio from one individ

ual to another, usually referred to as point to point service, has al

ready reached large proportions. Circuits are operated between the 

United States and the principal countries of Europe, South and Central 

.America, and across the Pacific to Hawaii and Asia. Although develop

ment has not been so extensive between points in the continental United 
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States, and for certain technical and economic reasons perhaps will 

not be in the near future, yet there are over a hundred American con

cerns engaged in it and it constitutes an important service between 

many communities. It can hardly be seriously contended that communica

tion by this method is not commerce. It is not distinguishable in either 

legal or commercial effect from its wire competitors. Whether a wire 

is used to direct and guide the transmission or whether no physical 

connection is made is immaterial. The radio, wire telegraph, telephone 

and cable companies are in the common business of conveying messages 

from one person to another by electrical processes and legally they 

are of identical character.

Marine Communication is Commerce

The same conclusion must be reached as td marine communica

tion, the transmission of messages between ships at sea and between them 

and the shore. All vessels of importance are now radio-equipped and 

there are many shore stations which handle their messages. This com

munication is almost entirely telegraphic. It furnishes the only means 

of shin communication and is essentially commercial.

Broadcasting is Commerce

Using the term "broadcasting" as meaning the telegraphic trans

mission of programs to the listening public, it has been argued that 

the same principles do not apply and that this common and important 

form of radio transmission does not constitute "commerce." It is said 

that the broadcaster is not engaged in communicating messages from one 
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person to another, hut merely throws out a program which is carried in 

every direction to he heard hy everyone who chances to receive it; that 

there is no contractual relation between the broadcaster and his listen

er, no reciprocity; that neither the receiver, nor ordinarily the sender, 

pays anything for the service, it being entirely voluntary and gratui

tous. These differences exist to some extent and distinguish broadcast

ing in character from other communication services. Yet the variance is 

in detail, not in kind.

The characteristic feature of broadcasting is the conveying 

of the occurrences in one locality to the ears of listeners in other 

places. While other communication methods devote themselves to par

ticularity and to the service of a known individual, broadcasting de

pends upon diffusion and service to the unknown many. Its value is in 

its generality. It picks up speech, music and song, produced in a 

studio, hotel, theater or public hall, by some person or by many, and 

carries it to the ears of a multitude of others far distant. It conveys 

the speech of one individual, or songs or music, to others who are wait

ing to hear it. Millions of people now expect and receive these radio 

messages day and night. They rely upon them for instruction, entertain

ment and guidance in their business affairs. As a class, the broadcast

er knows them and intentionally conveys communications to them. He es

tablishes communication with them just as truly as though he set up a 

wire connection. The wire telephone transmits the voice of one known
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individual to another. The radio broadcaster does precisely the same, 

except that he has many persons at the receiving end. The communications 

do not differ in principle.

Kot Necessary that Commerce be for Profit

The argument that broadcasting is not commerce because not 

carried on for profit is equally unsound. The basis for it is largely 

untrue in fact. A large -oroportion of broadcasters now actually receive 

pay for their transmission under established tariffs, frequently several 

hundred, dollars per hour of service, the rate varying with the importance 

of the station and the number of listeners reached. Broadcasting has 

come to be a recognized medium for advertising and publicity, particular

ly for those concerns whose activities spread over large areas or as to 

commodities which are in nationwide use, or sought to be made such. The 

concern which wishes to place before the public its name, or its wares, 

employs a broadcasting station to send out whatever program or message 

it believes will accomplish that purpose. It pays for that service, just 

as it pays for magazine or other advertising and on much the same basis. 

This feature of radio business has become well established. It repre

sents about the only method by which the owner of the station, whose in

vestment is necessarily large, and operating costs equally so, can obtain 

a return or partly compensate himself for his outlay. It is therefore 

not surprising that it has had rauid development. There are even in

stances of church organizations, whose broadcasting may be assumed to 

be primarily with religious motive, which have entered this secular 

field so as to meet expenses.
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There are broadcasters who do not sell service to others but 

reserve their stations for their own use. But their motive likewise is 

usually a financial one. Frequently such concerns are engaged in manu

facturing receiving sets or bther radio equipment and broadcast in order 

to stimulate sales, or the owner is otherwise interested in publicity 

for his own name and business. In any event, some element of financial 

advantage is always involved, though it be indirect. Two Federal courts 

have decided that broadcasting of this character is"for profit" within 

the meaning of the Copyright Act,-*-

There may be a few isolated instances, such as the operations 

of stations broadcasting religious services only, in which a direct 

financial element is not apparent, but they constitute a small fraction 

of the broadcasting whole, and are relatively of little consequence.

But even though the financial feature were lacking, and there 

were no element of grain or compensation, broadcasting would still be 

commerce. Commerce is frequently carried on with other motives. Neither 

the Interstate Commerce Acts, the Navigation Laws, the White Slave Act, 

nor the Dyer Act (relative to the transportation of stolen automobiles) 

makes financial gain an element in commerce. Examples might easily be 

multiplied.

The Attorney General of the United States has expressed the 

opinion that "v/hether the transmission is for urofit is immaterial so 

far as the commerce clause is concerned."

1. Whitmark v. Bamberger, 291 Fed. 776; Remick & Co. v. American Auto
mobile Accessories Co., 5 Fed. (2d Series) 411, reversing same case, 
298 Fed. 628.

2. Oninion of Attorney General to Secretary of Commerce, July 8, 1926, 
citing Amer. Exp. Co. v. U. S., 212 U. 8. 522; Caminetti v. U. S.,
242 U- S. 470. See also Whitaker v. Hitt, 285 Fed. 797; Kelly v.
U. S. 277 Fed. 405; Brooks V. U. S., 267 U. S. 432; Govington Bridge
Co. v. Kentucky, 154 U. S. 204, 218; and Hoke v. U. S-, 227 U. S. 308.



■Amateur Communication

.Amateur stations outnumber all other classes in the United 

States and are scattered over the entire country. Their transmission 

is chiefly by the telegraphic code, and is carried on for pleasure and 

experimentation. Although these stations constitute in fact a communi

cation system covering the United States, it is not used for gain. But 

nevertheless the sending of messages back and forth among the members 

of this class does constitute communication between them and in spite 

of the lack of a financial element would doubtless be considered com

merce under the rules already discussed.

Power of Federal Regulation

Assuming, therefore, that communication by radio is commerce, 

Congress has authority to regulate it whenever the transmission is in

terstate or foreign, or whenever, if wholly intrastate, it interferes 

with interstate or foreign communication, or the two are so commingled 

or interwoven that they cannot be separated for regulatory purposes. 

Interstate Character

Radio communication may constitute either domestic, interstate 

or foreign commerce. A station on Long Island communicating with Europe 

is engaged in foreign commerce. When it transmits to San Francisco, 

its commerce is interstate. Its communications with ships within the 

territorial waters of New York or between other noints in the same 

state is intrastate and with vessels on the high seas is foreign. Radio 

business may therefore fall within all classes, just as that of a rail

road or telephone or telegraph company. Generally speaking, however, 
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it may be said, that all radio transmission, has an interstate character. 

Even when intended as a communication between two points or persons in 

the same state, only the very exceptional signal confines itself within 

state boundaries. If it did so, its very presence might seriously in

terfere with interstate communications. The regulation of uurely in

trastate radio activity may therefore be essential to the orderly conduct 

of interstate communication.

Intermingling of State and Interstate Transmission

When wholly intrastate, radio communication is subject to 

Federal control if it results in interference with the messages coming 

into the state or going from it which constitute interstate commerce. 

Perhaps the applicable rule can be expressed by saying that if the sta

tion is in fact an isolated unit, keeping i’.ts emanations within the 

state boundaries, separate and apart from tpe general mass of interstate 

communication, it remains free from Federal control. If its effects 

pass beyond the boundaries, or enter the common radio highway within 

the state, they must be so conducted as not to cause disturbance of re

ception from outside or they become subject to regulation to compel 

proper behavior, and in this connection it must be remembered that the 

interference range of a radio telephone is usually much greater than 

its communication range. It may, and frequently does, cause a whistle, 

usually called a heterodyne, which enters the receiving set to the 

disturbance of the desired message far beyond the area in which its 



own communication is intelligible or audible. Whenever there is con

flict between intrastate and interstate transmission, Federal auth

ority is paramount. There is no absolute precedent for this conclu

sion, that is, no decision laying down such a rule as to radio, but 

the railroad cases furnish a complete analogy.

Railroad Analogy

While theoretically the interstate and intrastate operations 

of railroads are separate and distinct and fall under either Federal 

or state jurisdiction, according to their character, the -practical 

following of the rule has become more and more difficult as they have 

become increasingly complex. The policy in Congress and decisions in 

the courts have determined Federal supremacy and imposed Federal con

trol on intrastate operations when necessary to protect and maintain 

the interstate system. The Supreme Court of the United States in The 

Minnesota Rate Cases,declared the applicable rule, saying: "The 

authority of Congress extends to every part of interstate commerce, 

and to every instrumentality or agency by which it is carried on; 

and the full control by Congress of the subjects committed to its 

regulation is not to be denied or thwarted by the commingling of in

terstate and intrastate operations. This is not to say that the Nation 

may deal with the internal concerns of the state, as such, but that 

the execution by Congress of its constitutional power to regulate 

interstate commerce is not limited by the fact that intrastate

1.230 U. S. 352, 399.
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transactions may have become so interwoven therewith that the effective 

government of the former incidentally controls the latter. This conclu

sion necessarily results from the supremacy of the national power within 

its appointed sphere." And again in Dayton-Goose Creek By. v. U. S.,^ 

the court said: "In solving the problem of maintaining the efficiency 

of an interstate commerce railway system which serves both the states 

and the Nation, Congress is dealing with a unit in which state and inter

state operations are often inextricably commingled. When the adequate 

maintenance of interstate commerce involves and makes necessary on this 

account the incidental and partial control of intrastate commerce, the 

power of Congress to exercise such control has been clearly established. 

The Act of August 13, 1912
2

By the Act to Regulate Radio Communication, Congress dealt 

with the possibility of interference between state and interstate opera

tions, requiring a license not only for interstate transmission, but for 

the transmission of radiograms or signals, the effect of which extends 

beyond the jurisdiction or territory in which the same are made, or 

where interference would be caused thereby with the receipt of messages 

or signals from beyond the jurisdiction of the state or territory. It 

is noteworthy that so early in radio experience there was legislative 

recognition of interference effects extending beyond the communication 

area. The same -principle is observed in the Radio Act of 1927.

1. 263 U. S.‘ 456, 485? ~
2. See also Houston etc. v. U. S., 234 U- S. 342; Wisconsin R. R. Comm.

v. C. B. & Q. R. R. Co., 257 U. S. 563; U. S. v. N. Y. C. R. R. Co., 
272 U. S. 457 (Nov. 22, 1926).

3. 37 Stat. 302.
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CHAPTER IV

FEDERAL STATUTES PRIOR TO THE RADIO ACT OF 1927

Act of June 24, 1910

The earliest Federal law having any relation to radio commun

ication is the Act of June 24, 1910,^ amended July 23, 1912.2 It is 

not a regulatory Act but is directed solely to the safety of life at 

sea.

The Act requires all steam vessels leaving any port in the 

United States and carrying fifty or more persons, including the crew, 

to be provided with radio apparatus capable of transmitting and receiv

ing, day or night, over a distance of 100 miles. It requires two 

operators, and constant watch, although cargo steamers may use a com

petent member of the general crew as one operator. It compels vessels 

"so far as physically practicable to be determined by the master" to 

exchange messages with other stations using different systems.The 

law applies equally to American and foreign vessels using our ports. 

It excepts steamers plying between ports or places less than two hundred 

miles apart. This Act is still in force.

The 1912 Law

August 13, 1912, Congress passed "An Act to Regulate Radio
4.

Communication", which was the first general law on the subject. It 

was repealed by the Radio Act of 1927. The radio system of the United

1. 36 Stat. 629.
2. 37 Stat. 199.
3. 36 Stat. 630.
4. 37 Stat. 302.
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States grew up and. regulatory practices were established under its 

provisions, and it several times received judicial construction. The 

deficiencies which became apparent when the courts were called upon 

to determine its effect were the chief cause' for the enactment of the 

general law of 192?. Many of its features are carried into the new 

law.

When this Act was passed, the practical application of radio 

was almost entirely confined to marine use, communications by ships 

with one another and with the shore. Transoceanic communication was 

almost unknown. Radio telephony had not been developed and broadcast

ing was still an undiscovered art. The law was drawn to meet condi

tions as they then existed and problems as then known.

The 1912 law was doubtless influenced by other marine legis

lation. Probably its administration was placed in the Department of 

Commerce because of the duties imposed on that Department in the en

forcement of the navigation laws under prior Acts. It may be, too, 

that the idea of licensing stations was adopted from the provisions 

of the navigation laws requiring the licensing of vessels, although 

the British had already inaugurated that system. It was a novel plan 

as applied to commerce by land. The provisions imposing forfeiture 

of apparatus unlawfully used likewise follow the navigation laws. The 

committee which reported the bill to the House said that 11 the licens

ing system proposed is substantially the same as that in use for 

documenting upward of 25,000 merchant vessels."



Scope of Act

Although the situation which prompted the enactment of the

law was that existing in the marine services, Congress had in mind con

ditions as a whole, and the language used in the Act was broad enough

to include all forms of radio communication.

Section 1 required the obtaining of a Federal license before

engaging in any form of interstate or foreign communication by radio,

at any place within the jurisdiction of the United States,except the
o

Philippine Islands. The license was to be granted by the Secretary of

Commerce. The effect of the provision was that except under and in

accordance with such a license, no person might use or operate any

apparatus for radio communication

1. As a means of commercial intercourse
(a) between the several states,
(b) with foreign nations,
(c) upon any vessel of the United 

States engaged in interstate 
or foreign commerce; or

2. For the transmission of radiograms or
signals, the effect of which ex
tended beyond the jurisdiction of 
the state or territory in which 
the same were made; or

3. Where interference would be caused thereby
with the receipt of messages or 
signals from beyond the jurisdiction 
of the said state or territory.

An-plication to Broadcasting

It was argued that under this section, no license was re

quired for broadcasting, the contention being that it was not "commercial

1. The licensing feature is maintained in the 1927 law.
2. Section 10.
<3. This feature is carried into the 1927 law.
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intercourse” 'because generally conducted without compensation, and 

furthermore, that "being unknown when the law was adopted, its inclu

sion could not have been contemplated.^

That broadcasting did fall within the Act was, moreover, 

definitely settled by the provision that a license must be obtained 

”for the transmission of radiograms or signals the effect of which ex

tends beyond the jurisdiction of the state or territory in which the 

same are made."^ The word "commercial" does not appear. The clause 

flatly prohibited any form of interstate radio transmission except 

under license, and clearly included broadcasting.

While radio telephony, of which broadcasting is only one 

phase, was not in actual use in 1912, the only transmission being by 

telegraph, it had already entered the state of experimentation and 

the probability of practical development was in the minds of the 

legislators. Section 6 of the Act recognized it by providing that 

the term "radio communication" should include any "system of electrical 

communication by telegraph or telephony." 

Discretionary Power in Issuing Licenses

Soon after the passage of the Act, the question was raised 

as to whether the Secretary of Commerce could exercise any discretion 

in the issuing of the licenses, or whether he was under the mandatory 

duty of granting them to all applicants.

1. The commercial features of broadcasting as at present conducted 
have already been discussed. The words "commerce" as used in the 
Constitution and "commercial intercourse" are synonymous. Gibbons 
v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1, 188; Passenger cases, 7 How. 283, 401; U. S.
v. Holliday, 3 Wall. 407, 417; Lottery cases, 188 U. S. 321, 346; 
U. S. v. Scott, 148 Fed. 431, 434.

2. Cited in Carmichael v. Anderson, 14 Fed. (2d) 166.
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The question first arose as the result of an application for 

a license for transatlantic telegraph communication for a station at 

Sayville, Long Island. The corporation applying was organized under 

the laws of the state of New York, but the Secretary of Commerce and 

Labor had reason to believe that it was in fact controlled by German 

capital. Germany did not permit similar American-owned corporations 

to operate in that country. The Secretary of Commerce and Labor sub

mitted to the Attorney General the question whether he had authority 

to refuse to license the station on this ground.

The Attorney General replied in the negative, calling atten

tion to the Committee report quoted above, and to other Congressional 

proceedings, saying

“It is manifest that when Congress said that 
’a nerson, company, or corporation within the juris
diction of the United States shall not use or operate 
any apparatus for radio communication * ♦ * except 
under and in accordance with a license, revocable 
for cause, in that behalf granted by the Secretary 
of Commerce and Labor upon application therefor,’ 
it d.id not intend to repose any discretion in the 
Secretary as to the granting of the license, if the 
application came within the class to whom licenses 
were authorized to be ’issued."

The subject was next discussed in the case of Intercity Radio

Co. v. Hoover. The applicant had been operating a telegraph station 

in New York City with a type of apparatus which, it was asserted, 

caused serious interference with other communications. The Secretary 

refused to grant a new license. The company commenced mandamus pro

ceedings to require him to do so, asserting that the duty of issuing

1. 29 Opp. Atty. Gen. 579.
2. Sup. Ct. List, of Col., Nov. 23, 1921, not reported.
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the license was purely ministerial. The Secretary answered, contend

ing that the granting of the license would result in interference with 

government and private stations and that the granting or refusing of 

the license was discretionary. The extent of the authority of the 

Secretary was therefore squarely -presented. The court held that "under 

a proper interpretation of the Act of Congress approved August 13, 1912, 

the respondent has no discretion or right to withhold from the petition

er a license to operate its apparatus for radio communication."

An appeal was taken from this decision to the Court of Appeals 

of the District of Columbia, .which affirmed the judgment, holding 

that Congress intended to "fully regulate the business of radio tele

graphy without leaving it to the discretion of an executive officer."

A writ of error to the Supreme Court of the United States was 

allowed, but before the case was reached in that court it became moot 

because of the abandonment and dismantling of the station and for that 

reason was dismissed.

The latest expression on the subject is found in Carmichael

v. Anderson, involving a controversy between two stations licensed 

to use the same wavelength, in which the court said:

"The Secretary of Commerce had the right and 
it was probably his imperative duty, to grant licenses 
to other operators in the same class, with the right 
to operate at the same time."

1. Hoover v. Intercity Radio Co., 286 Fed. 1003.
2. 266 U. S. 636.
3. 14 Fed. (2d Series) 166, 167.
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Right -to Assign Wavelengths, Divide Time, Etc.

Next in importance to authority to refuse an application 

for license, or perhaps of equal practical importance as a matter of 

regulation, was the question of the right of the Secretary to assign 

wavelengths, specify hours of operation and limit the power of stations.

The very fundamental of government regulation of radio com

munication is the assignment to each station of a wavelength or fre

quency hand and compelling it to operate upon that and no other. In 

no other way can interference, congestion and confusion he prevented, 

and although some other powers may he convenient to complete regulation, 

wavelength assignment is absolutely essential so long as the number of 

stations continues to exceed the number of available channels. It must 

be remembered, however, that this situation did not exist in 1912 when 

the Act under consideration was passed, nor was there any reason to 

anticipate the future necessity for such regulatory measures.

The chief source of doubt was the indefiniteness of the lan

guage of Section 2 of the Act. It provided that “every such license 

* * * shall suecify * * * Particulars * * * to enable its range to be 

estimated * * * shall state the wavelength or the wavelengths authorized 

for use by the station for the prevention of interference, and the hours 

for which the station is licensed to work."

Neither in Section 2 nor elsewhere in the Act was express 

authority given the Secretary to exercise these powers, although an 

affirmative delegation would be the obvious method of conferring the 
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authority if Congress had intended to do so. Section 2 merely provided 

that the license must on its face set out the wavelength authorized and 

the other pertinent information. The argument was made that since the 

license must contain these conditions, and since the Secretary issued 

the license, he necessarily must determine these features before he 

could insert them, and therefore had implied power to do so. The con

trary view was that the law itself made the determination for the differ

ent classes of stations and there was therefore no necessity for the 

exercise of any discretion by the Secretary, and that he was merely to 

determine the class of the station, the provisions of the Act applicable 

to such class, and make the corresponding recital in the license.

It was further argued that although the section referred to 

the wavelength “authorized for use by the station", this did not mean 

authorized by the Secretary since the law itself contained the author

ization and action by the Secretary was superfluous.

At the time of the passage of the Act, there were three known 

classes of radio stations;

1. Government stations, which were excluded from the 
law.

2. Ship stations and shore stations engaged in com
mercial communication.

3. Amateur stations, referred to in the Act as private 
stations “not engaged in the transaction of bona 
fide commercial business". (Secs. 4, 15).

Jor the purpose of preventing interference between them, the 

law authorized the use of wavelengths for these classes as follows:
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Government stations: 600 to 1600 meters was reserved 
for them by excluding all others.

Ship to Shore Stations: 300 meters; 600 meters; (reg.
1) ’’other sending wavelengths" 
(reg. 2).

Amateurs: Any wavelengths below 200 meters.

It will be observed that the law neither made nor authorized 

any distribution of wavelengths among the individual stations composing 

the various classes. It contented itself with interclass allocation.

The Secretary was authorized to specify or state the wavelength 

but Section 2 expressly provided that the license should be "subject to 

the regulations contained herein". The second regulation provided in 

effect that the station might use "other sending wavelengths" than those 

designated by it under the first regulation and this regulation was as 

much a part of the Act and had the same effect as any other provision.

Under this view, it followed that since the Act itself author

ized the wavelengths to be used, there was no necessity for a discre

tionary power in the Secretary in assigning them.

ffor some years after the passage of the Act, radio communica

tion in the United States presented no regulatory uroblems. Though 

marine and amateur use was extensive, channels were available for all. 

But when broadcasting was inaugurated in 1921, and applications for 

licenses were made, new conditions arose not contemplated by law or 

treaty. There was no provision for wavelengths for this service, yet 

it obviously required channels on which to operate, so selected as not 

to interfere with or be subject to interference from other services.
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The Secretary of Commerce therefore selected 360, and later 400 meters, 

as being suitable for this service, and all broadcasting stations were 

licensed unon these channels.

There was still no attempt to assign a separate channel to 

each station. The wavelengths were assigned to all in the group, pre

cisely as in the case of the ships and amateurs where the group alloca

tion was made by law. Faced with a situation created after the pas

sage of the 1912 law, not anticipated when that law was passed, the 

Secretary adopted the principles of the Act and applied them tp the new 

communication method.

Broadcasting grew so rapidly that this simple policy became 

wholly unsuitable. By 1932, there were several hundred stations trying 

to operate simultaneously on the two wavelengths assigned for joint use. 

Interference and conflict between them necessarily resulted. No station 

could give undisturbed service. Its communications were mixed with 

those of its neighbors and the confused result was worthless to both.

The decision of the Court of Appeals in Hoover v. Intercity 

Radio Company, already referred to, was rendered in February, 1923. The 

court passed definitely upon wavelength assignments. While it decided, 

as already stated, that the Secretary had no right to refuse to license 

an applicant, it held at the same time that there was discretionary auth

ority in the assignment of a wavelength for the station’s use, and that 

while the Secretary was compelled to assign some wavelength, the selec

tion of a particular one rested in his judgment. Upon this subject, the
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court salci:

"In the present case the duty of naming a 
wavelength is mandatory upon the Secretary. The 
only discretionary act is in selecting a wave
length, within the limitations prescribed in the 
statute, which, in his judgment, will result in 
the least possible interference. The issuing of 
a license is not dependent upon the fixing of a 
wavelength. It is a restriction entering into 
the license. The wavelength named by the Secre
tary merely measures the extent of the privilege 
granted to the licensee."

This decision had a profound effect upon the practice and 

methods of radio broadcasting. It was rendered in February, 1923. In 

March, 1923, at the call of Secretary Hoover, a conference of the 

various radio interests met in Washington to determine the steps to 

be taken to obviate the difficulties which then threatened the value 

of all broadcasting. The conference recommended the abandonment of 

the policy of group allocation in broadcasting and the inauguration 

of a plan by which a separate channel would be assigned to each sta

tion, so that, in theory at least, each should have its own operating 

channel from which its neighbors would be excluded and on which it 

could carry on its communications freely and without interruption or 

interference. The nlan was adopted, and the Secretary of Commerce, 

following the decision of the Court of Appeals upholding his authority 

to do so, proceeded to allocate a wavelength to each broadcasting 

station and to stinulate it in the license. This procedure continued 

for several years. The broadcasting system of the United States was 

erected under it.
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The decision of the Court of Anneals was accented, as a 

correct statement of the law, and. indeed, was the only judicial inter

pretation of it, until 1926 when further litigation arose. A broad

casting station in Chicago had been assigned a certain wavelength, 

which was set out in its license, and its time of operation was limited 

to specified hours, one night a week. Its owner became dissatisfied 

with the license conditions and proceeded to operate unon a wavelength 

ard at times other than stated in the license. Proceedings were then 

commenced by the United States to enforce the penalty provided in Sec

tion 1 of the Act for operation in violation of that section. There 

was no dispute as to facts, the court stating in its opinion that it 

was agreed that the defendant "on the dates charged in the information, 

operated its station on a wavelength and at times which were not auth

orized.

The opinion characterized the provisions of Sections 1 and 2 

of the Act as "general, indefinite and ambiguous". It adopted the 

theory that the regulations which Congress itself inserted in Section 

4 of the Act were considered sufficient, that the Secretary was required 

to issue the license subject only to those regulations, and that Congress 

withheld from him the nower to prescribe additional regulations. The 

court pointed out a lack of any prescribed legislative standard in 

accordance with which discretion on the part of the Secretary might be 

exercised, intimated that power exercised in the absence of standard 

1. U. S. v. Zenith Radio Corp. 12 Fed. (2d Series) 614. 
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is arbitrary, rather than discretionary, and. that if e.-' construed, the 

law might he unconstitutional, saying that /•'Congress cannot delegate 

its power to make a law, but it can make a law to delegate a power to 

determine some fact or state of facts upon which the law makes or intends 

to make its own action depend". The Court concluded that "under the 

rules applicable to criminal statutes, Sections 1 and 2 cannot be con

strued to cover the acts of the defendant upon which this prosecution 

is based".

The court made no reference to the earlier decision in the 

District of Columbia, although its conclusion is diametrically opposed 

to the opinion in that case.

A slight departure from the rule above set out is found in 

the case of Carmichael v. Anderson.^ The parties were owners of broad

casting stations in Missouri, one in Jefferson City and the other in 

Independence. Each was licensed and each had been assigned the same 

wavelength. The court states that "as a condition precedent to the 

granting of a license to -plaintiff for the operation of his broadcast

ing station, the Secretary of Commerce required a schedule of hours to
*be agreed upon between the -plaintiff and the state marketing commissioner 

and filed". An agreement on time division was made, and the contro

versy arose over an attempt by one station owner to enforce it as against 

the other who nro-posed to disregard it and to operate full time.

1. 14 Eed. (2d Series) 166.
* Operator of the other station.
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The correctness of this ruling seems at least doubtful.

The authority of the Secretary of Commerce could come only from an 

Act of Congress. The language of the court that the Secretary ’’may 

be without power to impose restrictions other than those contained in 

the legislative Act*', was, except for the use of the subjunctive, in 

accord with the earlier decision. The addition that "he would un

doubtedly have the right to grant his licenses with such restrictions 

as the parties interested might agree upon" was equivalent to saying 

that private individuals might confer upon the Secretary authoiuty 

which he did not have by law. The true rule would seem to be that the 

Secretary either did or did not have the right to impose conditions, 

depending upon the correct construction of the statute, but that his 

power could not be increased or diminished by the wishes of any individ

uals or by what they might request him to do or agree that he should 

do. The law itself created, defined, and limited his authority. The 

agreement between the parties received no additional force from being 

included or recited in the license.

The conflict between the decisions in the Intercity and Zenith 

cases left the Secretary of Commerce without judicial guidance. The 

Illinois opinion, while not expressly criticizing the decision in the 

District of Columbia, nevertheless was sufficient to cause grave doubt 

as to the advisability of continuing to rely upon it as a correct con

struction of the law. The entire question was therefore referred to 

the Attorney General of the United States, who was requested to advise 

the Secretary of Commerce as to his duties and powers under the Act.
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Under date of July 8, 1926, the Attorney General stated 

his conclusions. He referred to the court decisions, without dis

cussing them, and virtually adopted the conclusions of the United 

States District Court in the Zenith case. The decision in Carmichael 

v. Anderson had not then been rendered. He reasoned that Congress 

itself provided on the face of the Act whatever regulations it thought 

necessary and delegated no nower to add to them. Upon the question 

of assignment of wavelengths, division of time and limitation of 

power, after citing the regulatory features of Section 4, he held 

that regulations 1 and 2 of Section 4 of the Act constituted a "direct 

legislative regulation of the use of wavelengths" and "preclude the 

possibility of administrative discretion in the same field". He 

also held that the Secretary had "no general authority to fix the 

times at which broadcasting stations may operate" or to insert in the 

license any limitation as to the amount of energy to be used in carry

ing out the desired communications.

Duration of License

The 1912 Act did not fix the license neriod. On the face 

of the Act, the license was indeterminate, "revocable for cause"and 

apparently continued in force until revoked. No procedure for revoca

tion was provided, nor was there any definition of the word "cause". 

Presumably, the only sufficient cause would be a violation of the 

terms of the Act. The question never arose.

1. Sec. 1. 37 Stat. 302.
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In practice, the Secretary of Commerce issued, all licenses 

for limited, periods - two years for ship stations and amateurs, one 

year for point to point telegraph, and ninety days for broadcasting. 

Each license contained such an expiration period, generally being re

newed, or a new license issued, at the end of the term. If it be 

true that the Act of 1912 was complete in itself and that no admin

istrative officer had power to add to or modify its language, it 

follows that the licenses so issued were without authority in this 

respect, and should have been indeterminate as to expiration.

In the opinion already cited, the Attorney General said 

there was no authority in the Act for the issuance of licenses of 

limited duration.

1912 law Ineffective

From the foregoing discussion, it is apparent that the 1912 

Act was wholly ineffective as a regulatory law. It was intended 

obviously as a measure to prevent interference between stations of 

the various classes existing at the time of its passage and until 

the great expansion of the radio communication system, due to the 

introduction of broadcasting, it served fairly well. But it proved 

itself of small value in its application to later conditions. The 

imposition of licenses was of no regulatory effect so long as they 

were required to be issued to every applicant and there was no 

authority to limit their number or distribute operating channels 



among them. The licensing system became a mere method of registration,

allowing the government to know who were operating stations and where

they were, but contributing nothing to their orderly conduct.

Jurisdiction of Interstate Commerce Commission

The first law giving to the Interstate Commerce Commission any

regulatory powers over radio communication was the Act of June 18, 1910.

Existing law on the subject is found in the Transportation Act
2 

of 1920, which makes the provisions of the Act applicable to

"Common carriers engaged in * * * the trans
mission of intelligence by wire or wireless 
from one state or territory of the United States, 
or the District of Columbia, to any other state 
or territory of the United States, or the Dis
trict of Columbia, or from one nlace in a terri
tory to another place in the same territory, or 
from any place in the United States through a 
foreign country to any other place in the United 
States, or from or to any place in the United 
States to or from a foreign country, but only 
in so far as such transportation or transmis
sion takes ■place within the United States."

and also to

"Such transmission of intelligence * * * in so 
far as such transmission takes place within the 
United States."

but not including -purely intrastate communication.

The term "common carrier" is defined in the Act as including

"telegraph, telephone and cable companies 
operating by wire or wireless"

and the term "transmission" includes

1. 36 Stat. 544.
2. 41 Stat. 456, 474.
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"the transmission of intelligence through the 
application of electrical energy or other use 
of electricity, whether hy means of wire, cable, 
radio apparatus, or other wire or wireless con
ductors or appliances, and all instrumentali
ties and facilities for and services in connec
tion with the receipt, forwarding, and delivery 
of messages, communications, or other intelli
gence so transmitted, hereinafter also collec
tively called messages."

i The general effect of this Act is to subject companies engaged

in radio communication to the same rules and regulations as are wire 

telegraph and telephone companies. The Interstate Commerce Commission«
is given the same jurisdiction over rates and practices in the one

case as in the other. Rates and charges must be just, reasonable, 

and non-discriminatory, and the Commission is given the power of de

termination as to whether a given tariff or practice meets these tests.

The radio companies which are engaged in the business of 

transmitting messages as common carriers for hire, the point to point 

telegraph services, for instance, are plainly within the terms of the 

Act - although the phrase "only so far as such * * * transmission takes 

place within the United States" introduces a doubtful factor into all 

international or transoceanic transmission. There has been no ruling 

upon the meaning or effect of the phrase. The Interstate Commerce 

Commission has never been called upon to entertain any proceedings 

whatever regarding radio communication. Its only action has been in 

the shape of a conference ruling in December, 1912, by which it declared
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its jurisdiction over wireless messages from a commercial station in 

the United States to a ship at sea, but disclaimed as to messages be

tween American ships at sea.^

The language of the Act, particularly Sections 1 and 3, taken 

at its face value, seems broad enough to embrace all stations engaged 

in the transmission of intelligence by radio, including broadcasting 

stations which are furnishing service for hire, even though they do not 

hold themselves out as willing to serve the nubile generally and so are 

not strictly "common carriers".

The possibility that the charge of such stations may be sub

ject to regulations by the Interstate Commerce Commission under the 

terms of the Act has not been passed upon nor has it received discus

sion.^

The jurisdiction of the Commission is not affected by the 

1927 law.

1. I. C. C. Conference Rulings, published August 1, 1917.
2. See the Pipe Line Cases, 234 U. S. 548.
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CHAPTER V

THE RADIO ACT OF 1927

Conditions When Law was Enacted

The opinion of the Attorney General to the effect that the 

1912 law did. not confer authority upon the Secretary of Commerce to 

refuse applications for licenses, assign wavelengths or limit power 

or time of operation was rendered in July, 1926. On July 1st, 528 

broadcasting stations were in operation. There was little interfer

ence. The breaking down of Departmental regulation opened the doors 

to new stations, and by January 1, 192?, the number had increased to 

671. Many stations changed wavelengths and increased power without 

regard to the effect upon their neighbors. Interference and confusion 

was inevitable and soon caused popular indignation. Bills to provide 

for adequate control had been long pending in Congress. Public pro

tests at the disturbance with broadcasting service became pronounced 

and Congressional interest intensified.

General Features of Act

The new radio law was approved by the President February, 23, 

1927. It was doubtless primarily intended to supply the defects exist

ing in the 1912 law. It was a general Act, proposing, as stated in the 

preamble, "to regulate all forms of interstate and foreign radio trans

mission and communications within the United States, its territories and 

possessions" excepting the Canal Zone and the Philippine Islands.
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That Congress understood, the interference problem caused by 

the disparity between the number of stations and available channel's 

was evident from the report of the Senate committee. It said:^

"If the channels of.radio transmission were 
unlimited in number, the importance of the regula
tory body would be greatly lessened, but these 
channels are limited and restricted in number and 
the decision as to who shall be permitted to use 
them and on what terms and for what periods of time, . 
together with the other questions connected with the 
situation, requires the exercise of a high order of 
discretion and most careful application of the 
principles of equitable treatment to all classes 
and interests affected."

The Act created a radio commission of five members, appointed

by the President with Senate confirmation. Por one year, the commis

sion had full authority to license transmitting stations. It determined 

to whom licenses should be issued and fixed the wavelengths, power and 

times of operations. Broadcasting licenses were issued for a term of 

not more than three years and other licenses for not to exceed five 

years. After the expiration of the year, the powers of the commission 

were transferred to the Secretary of Commerce. Jurisdiction of an 

appellate nature and authority over certain controversies which might 

be removed to it were, however, retained by the commission.

Termination of .’Existing Licenses

Section 1 of the Act automatically terminated all existing
2licenses. It did not so provide in terms, but accomplished that

1. Com. on Interstate Commerce, 69th Cong. Rep. No. 7?2, May 6, 1926.
2. See also Sec. 39
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result "by enacting that no apparatus for radio transmission should he 

used or operated except under a license issued under the provisions 

of the new law. Since the Act took effect upon its passage, the opera

tion of apparatus before obtaining a new license was technically un

lawful, although Section 40 relieved from statutory penalties for a 

period of sixty days.

It is to be observed, that although all stations were operat

ing under licenses authorized by the 1912 Act, indeterminate as to 

time and revocable "for cause", Congress did not declare a "cause" in 

the law ending them. It terminated them by making further operation 

under them unlawful.^

Finding of Public Convenience Interest or Necessity

All persons desiring to operate established or contemplated 

stations must have obtained a license before proceeding. The commission 

granted or denied the application upon its determination as to whether 

or not "public convenience, interest or necessity" would be served by 

the operation of the station.

This provision enunciated a new principle in radio law. There 

was but little precedent for its adoption in the regulation of interstate 

commerce. The Supreme Court of the United States, twice in recent years, 

has referred to certain great enterprises as "great national nubile 

utilities" - "affected by a public use of a national character and

1. For a somewhat similar situation see Bridge Co. v. U. S., 105 U. S.
470.

2. Secs. 9, 11.
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subject to national regulation” - "a business affected, with a public 

national interest” - "subject to national regulation” and. to their 

regulation as being "in the exercise of the police powers of the
1 2National Government." The Transportation Act of 1920 orovid.es 

that neither an extension nor a new line of railroad, shall be con

structed. until the Interstate Commerce Commission has issued, its cer

tificate that the present or future public convenience and. necessity 

require or will require the construction thereof. With these excep

tions, the idea of a public utility and of public convenience as a 

condition for entry into interstate commerce is unique in Federal 

legislation.

History of "Public Interest” in Broadcasting

The idea of a •oublic interest in radio communication, with 

special reference to broadcasting, was first officially expressed in 

an address made by Secretary Hoover before the third annual radio 

conference held in Washington in October, 1924. Up to that time, 

no one had suggested that broadcasting was anything but a strictly 

private enterprise of the station owner or that any public element 

was present in it. Stations were, and still are, built and operated 

entirely at individual expense. While the purpose was to furnish 

satisfactory urograms to the listening public, in the same sense that

1. Stafford v. Wallace, 258 U. S. 495, 515; Chicago Board of Trade
v. Olsen, 262 U. S. 1, 41. See also Moore v. N. Y. Cotton Ex
change, 296 Fed. 61, 71.

2. 41 Stats, at Large, p. 477.
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a newspaper mist furnish, desirable reading matter to its readers, 

there was no duty to do so. The principle that the privilege must 

be based upon service had not been evolved.

leaning of "Public Convenience, Interest and necessity'11

The Act contained no definition of the words ’’public conven

ience, interest and necessity" and their meaning must be sought else

where. The nhrase has been used in many state statutes with respect 

to rublic utilities, such as water, electric, gas and bus companies. 

The state laws do not attempt to define it. Indeed, it has been said 

to be a legislative impossibility to give the words exact definition.^" 

They comprehend the public welfare and involve a questioi. of fact 

deducible from a variety of circumstances. They require determination 

as to reasonable necessity or urgent public need or high importance to 

the public welfare, but not indispensability of the service, and the 

decision is made from considerations of sound public policy after due 

regard is given to all of the relevant facts' affecting the general nub-
4lie as well as the anplicant. The convenience and necessity of the 

public as distinguished from that of the individual or any number of 

individuals is the test. The desire of the applicant is not the in- 
g

fluencing factor.

1. State v. Dirazzo, 118 Atl. (Conn.) 81.
2.. Wis. Tel. Co, v. R. R. Comm., 156 N. W- 614; Re Shelton R. Co. 38 

Atl. (Conn. ) 362; Wabash C. & W. Co. v. Comm., 141 N. E- (Ill.) 212.
3. Pulton L. H. & P. Co. v. Seneca R. P. Co., 205 R. Y. Supp. 821.

9 4. Re. Alabama Power Co. P.U.R. 1923 E. (Ala.) 828, 832.
5. State Pub. Util. Comm. ex rei etc. v. Toledo, St. L. & W.R. Co.,

286 Ill. 582, 122 N.E. 158.
6. Wabash C. & W.R. Co. v. Commerce Comm., 141 N. E. (Hl.) 212; Re 

Application to Onerate Jitneys, P.U.R. 1922 E 612; Re Pac. States 
Express, P.U.R. 1922 U, 291.
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Under the court and commission rulings in the state cases, 

where there were two applicants for the same privileges, it was for 

the commission to determine whether the privileges should he granted 

to hoth or only to one, and if only to one, then which one, and in 

choosing between them, the commission took into consideration their 

financial ability, operating experience and other facts of equal re-
1

levancy.

Some light was thrown on this provision by the decision of
2the Supreme Court involving the section of the Federal statute re

quiring a certificate of convenience for authority to abandon a part 

of a railroad. The court said:

"The certificate issues, not primarily to 
protect the railroad, but to protect interstate 
commerce from undue burdens or discrimination. 
The Commission by its order removes an obstruc
tion which would otherwise prevent the railroad 
from performing its Federal duty. Prejudice to 
Interstate commerce may be effected in many ways. 
*************

"The making of this determination involves 
an exercise of judgment upon the facts of the 
particular case. The authority to find the facts 
and to exercise thereon the judgment whether aban
donment is consistent with public convenience and 
necessity. Congress conferred upon the Commission. 
* * * The sole test prescribed is that abandon
ment be consistent with public necessity and con
venience. In determining whether it is, the Com
mission must have regard to the needs of both in
trastate and interstate commerce. For it was a 
purpose of Transportation Act, 1920, to establish

1- Re- Austin Bros. T. Co., P.U.R. 1923 C. 219; Re C. A. Schlageter 
P.U.R. 1923 D. 158; Re Chicago Motor Bus Co., P.U.R. 1918 C 320; 
Modesto v. Conn. Co., 117 Atl. 494.

2. Colorado v. U. 8., 271 U. S. 153, 162, 163, 166, 168.
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and maintain adequate service for both» * * *
The benefit to one of the abandonment must be 
weighed against the inconvenience and lose to which 
the other will thereby be subjected. Conversely, 
the benefits to particular communities and commerce 
of continued operation must be weighed against the 
burden thereby imposed upon other commerce. Compare 
Proposed^Abandonment by Boston & Maine R... R., 105 
I. 0. C. 13, 16. The result of this weighing - the 
judgment of the Commission - is expressed by its 
order granting or denying.the certificate."

Effect of Hew Provision

The adoption of this principle in the 1927 law meant a re

volution in -oractice, at least as to broadcasting. Licenses were no 

longer to be had for the asking. The applicant had to nass the test 

of public interest. His wish was not the deciding factor. The system 

contained elements of danger, for while it accorded with modern public 

utility principles in the granting of the privilege, it omitted the 

provisions for governmental supervision and regulation to guarantee 

public service, which limited the grants in other cases.

Waiver of Rights

In addition to briging himself within the standard of public

convenience, interest and necessity, the applicant for a station license 

executed the waiver required by Section 5 of the Act, which provided 

for "a waiver of any claim to the use of any particular frequency or 

wavelength or of the ether as- against the regulatory power of the 

United States because of the urevious use of the same, whether by 

license or otherwise."
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Constitutional Rights of Station Owners

The effect of the 1927 law in terminating existing licenses 

and requiring the obtaining of new ones was to deprive the station 

owner of his right to operate his auoaratus, whatever that might have 

been, unless he executed the required waiver and was then able to bring 

himself within the rule of "public convenience, interest and necessity.11

1. See Colorado v. U. S., 271 U- S. 153.

It may be assumed that the requirement of a license, taken 

by itself, was a legitimate step in the regulation of commerce, and 

therefore within the Constitutional power of Congress.If the commis

sion, however, refused to issue a license to the owner of apparatus 

constructed and operating urior to the passage of the law, the question 

of the Constitutional rights of the owner might easily have arisen. The 

owner contended either that he was deprived of his nroperty without 

due process of law, or that his property was taken for rublic use with

out just compensation, in either case in violation of the Fifth Amend

ment to the Federal Constitution.

In advance of knowledge of the attitude of the commission and 

of what action it might take, it was impossible to enter upon an elaborate 

discussion i>f the Constitutionality of the law in these respects. All 

that could be done was to indicate the lines which such discussion took 

and refer to a few outstanding decisions which seemed relevant to the 

principles which underlied determination. 1
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Effect of »Due Process» Clause

Speaking generally, the "due process" clause required that 

the individual whose rights were adversely affected should have his 

day in court with notice and opportunity to be heard. The Radio Act 

seemed to comply with that requirement. Under Section 11, the licens

ing authority before it made a final determination that an applica

tion did not accord with the public interest notified the applicant of 

the time and place for a hearing and gave him an opportunity to be 

heard. In case of an adverse ruling, Section 16 allowed him an appeal 

to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia, where he was en

titled to a hearing de novo.

It has been held that in addition to requiring notice and 

hearing, the due process clause also required compensation to be made 

if private property was taken for public use.^ In these respects, the 

two clauses had similar application.

Depriving of Use is Generally a »Taking"

If a license for an existing station was refused, neither

the law nor the action of the commission would take the property of the 

owner, in the sense of an actual physical seizure of it. It would 

still remain in the possession of its owner, butwith practically only 

a junk value, for the only use for which it was intended and fitted 

would be legally prohibited. It was contended that the Constitutional 

inhibition was thus avoided.

K C. B. & Q. R. R. v. Chicago, 166 U- S. 226, 235, 236. ”
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The only value of property lies in the use that may be 

made of it. It may be said generally that the forbidding of an in

dividual to use his property is equivalent to a taking of it, and 

that deprivation of use violates the Constitutional guarantee to the 

same extent as would an actual physical seizure or destruction of the 

property itself. The Supreme Court of the United States has expressed 

itself on the general subject as follows

"It would be a very curious and unsatis
factory result, if in construing a provision of 
constitutional law, always understood to have 
been adopted for protection and security to the 
rights of the individual as against the govern
ment, and which has received the commendation of 
jurists, statesmen, and commentators as placing 
the just rrinciples of the common lav? on that sub
ject beyond the power of ordinary legislation to 
change or control them, it shall be held that if 
the government refrains from the absolute conver
sion of real property to the use of the public it 
can destroy its value entirely, can inflict irre
parable and permanent injury to any extent, can, 
in effect, subject it to total destruction without 
making any compensation, because in the narrowest 
sense of that word, it is not taken for the public's 
use. Such a construction would pervert the consti
tutional provision into a restriction upon the rights 
of the citizen, as those rights stood at the common 
law, instead of the government, and make it an 
authority for invasion of private right under the 
pretext of the public goods, which had no warrant in 
the laws or practices of our ancestors."

Power to Regulate Includes Power to Prohibit

The Act of 1327 differed from the common public utility laws 

of the states, in that it was directed in part against persons and

1. Pumpelly v. Green Bay Co., 13 Wall, 166, 177. See also Chi. Bd. of 
Trade v. Olsen, 262 U.S. 1; Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 
47 Sup. Ct. 115; Cornell v. Moore, 267 Ped. 456.
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property already engaged, in commerce, while those Acts have primary 

application to persons desiring to enter. The 1927 law prohibited the 

further operation of property already in use. ?,n this respect, it 

may he argued that it was a prohibitory rather than a regulatory 

measure. The forbidding of an individual to engage in commerce was 

certainly prohibitory as to him.

The Constitutional authority vested in Congress was in terms 

to regulate interstate and foreign commerce, not to prohibit it. Yet 

every sten in regulation necessarily takes the form of pro tanto pro

hibition. It must be either the absolute forbidding of a -particular 

act or the requiring of an act in a certain way, which is tantamount 

to the forbidding of the contrary. Every measure of regulation 

necessarily interfered to some extent with private ownership and with 

the individual's right to use his own property. Regulation of use 

and its absolute prohibition differed therefore only in degree. On 

the strict basis of proprietorship only, the owner of a transmitting 

station had the same right to operate it in whatever manner he pleased 

as he had to use it at all.

The right of Congress to prohibit commerce absolutely as a 

phase of regulation has been before the Supreme Court in a number of 

cases. That court baldly stated in several decisions that the power 

to regulate includes the power to prohibit entirely. In accordance 

with this principle, it upheld Acts of Congress prohibiting the 
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transportation of lottery tickets,1 the Food. and. Drug Act prohibiting

1. The Lottery Case, 188 U. S. 321.
2. Hipolite Egg Co. v. U. S., 220 IL S. 45.
3. Hoke v. U. S., 227 U. S. 308; Caminetti v. IL S., 242 U. S. 470.
4. Clark Distilling Co. v. Western Ud. Hy. Co., 242 IT. S. 311.
5. Hammer v. Dagenhort, 247 U. S. 251, 271.

o
the transportation of impure foods and drugs, the White Slave Act

3 prohibiting the transportation of women for immoral purposes, and the
4

Act prohibiting the transportation of intoxicating liquors.

It was this absolute power of prohibition which was relied 

upon to support the Child Labor Law prohibiting the transportation in 

interstate commerce of certain classes of goods manufactured by child 

labor.

But in its opinion declaring the Child Labor Law unconstitu-
5

tional, the court differentiated the cases above referred to. The 

contention was made that they established the doctrine that the power 

to regulate included the authority to prohibit the movement of ordinary 

commodities. The court, however, said that the contrary was the fact, 

since those cases rested upon the character of the particular subjects 

dealt with; that in each of them the use of interstate transportation 

was necessary to the accomplishment of harmful results; and that proper 

regulation of interstate commerce could be brought about only by pro

hibiting the use of its facilities to effect the evil intended. The 

court proceeded to say that neither was such a purpose disclosed by 

the Act under consideration-nor was the character of the articles 

transported such as to make prohibition necessary. 1 2 3 4 5
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There was a very strong dissent, based mainly upon the argu

ment that the power to regulate was absolute, the power to prohibit 

necessarily included within it, and that it was for Congress alone 

to determine the propriety of its exercise.

This decision was not a denial of the complete power of 

Congress to regulate interstate commerce. It was a holding that in 

the exercise of that power Congress should confine itself to regula

tion, and could not, under the cloak of regulation, grasp powers not 

delegated to it.

Application of Rules to Radio Conditions

Prom the general principles thus stated, we may find some 

guidance towards a determination of the Constitutionality of the per

tinent features of the Radio Act.

The question can arise in several ways. It may be presented 

through commission action absolutely refusing a license to the owner 

of present apparatus; or it may come from a requirement by the commis

sion that a station now operating full time must give up part time to 

a competitor, thus uro tanto forbidding the owner to operate it; or 

it may reach a controversial status through a decision of the commis

sion refusing to allow an owner to continue to use a desirable wave

length on which he has been operating, and assigning him one of much 

lesser value and on which the efficiency and extent of his communica

tions are greatly impaired. Commission action may thus descend in 
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gradation from total prohibition at the top of the scale to impairment 

of efficient operation at its lower end. The difference is in. degree 

only, for in each instance the owner is deprived of some use of his 

property. The extent of the diminution might have some influence 

on court decision,and an important element would he whether, in the 

particular case, the act complained of was reasonably necessary in the 

regulation of radio communication, aimed at an evil and calculated to 

correct, it, in which case any damage resulting incidentally would be 

without recourse, or whether the action was so unreasonable and arbi

trary that the courts could say that the real intent was to take the 

property, the claim of regulation being merely a cloak to hide the true 

purpose.

Arbitrary action on the part of the commission is not to be 

anticipated. Until a specific instance of the kind arises, discussion 

is necessarily academic.

Right of Appeal

Under Section 16 of the Act, ary person whose application was 

rejected might appeal to the Court of Appeals of the District of 

Columbia where he was entitled to a hearing and determination de novo. 

The provision followed that already in force for obtaining a review of 

certain decisions of the Commissioner of Patents and of the Public 

Utility Commission of the District of Columbia. While the result was 

undoubtedly to impose upon the court the performance of an administrative

1. Penn. Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U. S. 393.
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rather than a .judicial function, the power of Congress to so provide 

has been upheld by the Supreme Court in cases arising under the pre

vious statutes,1

Section 16 also attenuated to allow an appeal from revocations 

of licenses not only to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia 

but likewise to the “District Court of the United States in which the 

apparatus licensed is operated". The validity of this provision might 

well be doubted. There was a distinct difference between the jurisdic

tion of the ordinary Federal courts and of the courts of the District
3 of Columbia in this regard.

Assignment of Wavelengths

By the terms of Section 4, under the test of “public conveni

ence, interest or necessity", the commission was authorized to assign 

bands of wavelengths to classes of stations and particular wavelengths 

to individual stations. The obvious effect of the law was to reinstate 

the system in practice prior to the adverse constructions given the 

1912 law, under which wavelengths were first allocated in bands for 

the use of the various services, and, as to broadcasting, a special 

wavelength within the band was assigned to each station. This was per- 

haps the most important phase of the commission’s duties, for the 

efficiency of communication and the elimination of interference de

pended largely upon the care with which allocations were made. The

1. U. S. v. Duell, 172 U.. S. 576; Keller v. Potomac Elec. P. Co.,
261 U. S. 428.

2. Liberty Warehouse Co. v. G-rannic, 47 Sup. Ct. 282; Postum Ce-eal 
Co. v. Calif. Fig Nut. Co., 47 Sup. Ct. 284.
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idea of separate assignments to each station originated at the radio 

conference of 1923 and was carried into subsequent practice by Depart

mental methods.The 1927 law gave legality to the system so 

established.

limitation of Station Power

Under Section 4 0, the commission had authority ’’to determine 

the power which each station shall use." The right to do so was es

sential to proper regulation and wavelength assignment, for power 

controls both service area and interference range. The Act, in 

this respect, remedied another deficiency in the 1912 law, as in-
2 terpreted by the Attorney General.

Time Division

The right to compel stations to divide time was also conferred 

by Section 4 0. By the exercise of this authority, it became possible 

to assign a single wavelength to two or more stations in a given 

locality without creating interference. The practice has been long
3 in vogue,- and is now given legislative sanction.

Location of Stations

By Section 4 D, authority was given to "determine the location 

of classes of stations or individual stations." No such power 

was exercised under the 1912 law. The growing tendency to obviate 

interference with nearby listeners by locating stations outside of 

thickly settled sections made this section of considerable importance,

1. See page 56 et seq.
2. See page 61.
3. Por cases involving time division under 1912 law, see pages 58 et

seq.
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and it had direct hearing upon the validity of ordinances adopted 

by the governing bodies of municipalities which attempted to 

accomplish that purpose.

Construction Permits

Under Section 21 of the 1927 Act, an operating license could 

not be granted for any station the core traction of which, after the ef

fective date of the Act, was undertaken without a permit. This 

provision was wholly new in radio law. Under the 1912 Act, the license 

was not granted until the station was completed and ready for operar- 

tion. As a result, after congestion arose in broadcasting, there 

were instances of the completion of stations, without notice to the 

Federal authorities, by persons ignorant of conditions, who after 

the expenditure of their funds learned for the first time that no 

free channels were available. Efficient installation requires ad

vance knowledge of such features as the wavelength which may be used 

and the power to be permitted. Only by application in advance of con- 

straction can this informationbe obtained. In this requirement, 

the Hadio Act followed the Federal Power Act’’’ and the laws of many 

states relative to the cons traction of diversion dams in streams.

It will be noted that the section did not prohibit the erection of 

the station, but made the permit a condition precedent to the is

suance of the license, thus, avoiding any question as to Federal 

jurisdiction.

1. 41 Stat. 1063.
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The test for the granting or refusal of a construction permit 

was the same as for the operating license, namely, public conveni

ence, interest, or necessity, and. the same considerations would, 

control.

Rebroadcasting

Section 28 prohibited "any broadcasting station" to "rebroad

cast the program or any part thereof of another broadcasting station 

without the express authority of the originating station". Re- 

broadcasting was not defined, but was presumably used in its radio 

sense, in which it meant the simultaneous reproduction of a program 

which another station originated. The prohibition was directed to 

the "station" and consent of the originating "station" was required, 

this being one of the few instances in the law where auparatus was 

given personality and treated as though it could act and contract. 

The section was doubtless to be construed as though it read "sta

tion owner". It is of some consequence to note that the interest 

and wish of the individual who actually creates the broadcast 

matter - the singer, speaker or musician - was entirely disregarded, 

his consent to the rebroadcasting not being required.

The prohibition would not be applicable to a telephone company 

which sets up receiving apparatus in its exchange, picks up a pro

gram, and sends it over the wires to such of its patrons as will
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pay for the service. This practice is becoming somewhat common, but 

since it is not carried on by a "broadcasting station", nor is it really 

rebroadcasting, it does not fall within the language of the Act. 

Limitations of 1937 Act

The basic purpose of the 1927 Act was the prevention of inter

ference between transmitting stations to the end that the public may 

have uninterrupted reception and efficient service. The Federal govern

ment recognizes its duty to keep the channels of interstate and foreign 

radio communication free from obstruction and to regulate commerce upon 

them so that traffic may move without interference. Further than that 

the Act did not go. It made no attempt to control the internal manage

ment of the stations. The business affairs of the owner were left to 

his own judgment. There were no provisions for censorship and no limi

tations upon the character of transmitted matter, excent for the protec

tion of public decency. Relationships between the station owners and 

the public, and between themselves, remained unaffected by the Act, ex

cept for the recognition of a paramount public interest in the service 

afforded. There was no limitation on the operation of receiving sets, 

no requirement of a license for them nor imposition of a tax upon them. 

Having recognized at the outset that the basis of Federal legislation is 

the regulation of interstate and foreign commerce in the -oublie interest 

the Act remained consistent with that purpose and confined itself to 

the provisions necessary to accomplish it.
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CHAPTER VI

DAVIS AMENDMENT

The next legislative enactment pertaining to radio communica

tions was the Act of March 28, 1928, known as the Davis Amendment, which 

was approved more than a year after the passage of the original Radio 

Act, is as follows:

Sec. 5. The second paragraph of section 9 of the Radio Act

of 1927 is amended to read as follows:

*'It is hereby declared that the people of all the zones estab

lished by section 2 of this Act are entitled to Equality of Radio Broad

casting Service, both of transmission and of reception, and in order to 

provide said equality the licensing authority shall as nearly as possible 

make and maintain an equal allocation of broadcasting licenses, of bands 

of frequency or wave lengths, of periods of time for operation, and of 

station power, to each of said zones when and in so far as there are 

applications therefor; and shall make a fair and equitable allocation 

of licenses, wave lengths, time for operation, and station power to each 

of the States, the District of Columbia, the Territories and possessions 

of the United States within each zone, according to population. The 

licensing authority shall cari’y into effect the equality of broadcasting 

service hereinbefore directed, whenever necessary or proper, by granting 

or refusing licenses or renewals of licenses, by changing periods of 

time for operation and by increasing or decreasing power, when applications
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are made for licenses or renewals of licenses: PROVIDED, that if and 

when there is a lack of applications from any zone for the proportionate 

share of licensed, wave lengths, time of operation, or station power 

to which such zone is entitled, the licensing authority may issue licenses 

for the balance of the proportion not applied for from any zone, to 

applicants from other zones for a temporary period of ninety days each, 

and shall specifically designate that said apportionment is only for 

said temporary period. Allocations shall be charged to the State, Dis

trict, Territory, or possession wherein the studio of the station is 

located and not where the transmitter is located."

Following the passage of the Davis Amendment, the Federal 

Radio Commission made a reallocation of all broadcasting facilities. 

Until that reallocation was made, there was no particular order or 

system in the way that frequencies were alloted to stations. The Com

mission made its first step towards a general reallocation by allocat

ing the available frequencies to different types of breadcasting service. 

Of the 90 cast channels available, 40 were set aside for high-power or 

clear channel use. And six channels were set aside for local stations, 

that is, stations from 10 to 100 Watts in -cower. A great deal of dup

lication is possible on such low rower.

The Commission in 1928 had a so-called "Quota System" which 

was achieved by determining the maximum number of stations of each class 

that could operate simultaneously at night without objectionable inter

ference. By dividing or sharing time many more stations were actually 
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accomodated and. a large number of additional stations were permitted 

to operate only during the daytime where such operation did not create 

an interferv'nce with the stations having the full-time use of the fre

quency. This system had severe limitations, however, and was of little 

help in the Commission’s effort to establish,'’as nearly as possible", 

a numerical equality of facilities as required by the Davis Amendment.

The Commission took another step forward in the enactment of 

General Order Number 40. This order caused a general reallocation of 

facilities based upon the carefully considered opinions of the countryis 

leading radio engineers. Ninety-four per cent of all existing stations 

suffered some change in their facilities. Obviously such reallocations
*

should be few and far between, but the one which followed General Order 

No. 40 was justified by the great improvement in reception conditions 

which followed the readjustment of the country’s broadcasting facilities.

Because of the inadequacy of its existing quota system, on 

June 17, 1930, the Commission announced General Order No. 92, which set 

up a new system of evaluation for determining the quantum of facilities 

existing in each zone and each state. The system was complicated and 

made allowances for the amount of power used and the amount of day time 

and night time which stations were -oermitted to use.

~ On January 8, 1931, General Order No. 102 was promulgated.

This order recited the facts that certain zones and states were over 

quota while others were under quota and, that certain states were



receiving less radio service than it was contemplated they should 

have under the law, and that to bring about an equialization of 

radio facilities the Commission adopted the following:

1. Where a zone has already in use its pro rata 
share of facilities, the Commission will not allocate any 
further radio facilities to that zone, which would increase 
its quota.

2. Applications from underquota States in zones 
which have already allocated to them their pro rata share of 
radio facilities should be for a facility already in use in 
that zone by an over quota State.

3. Likewise, where a State is already over quota, 
the Commission will not allocate any further radio frequencies 
to that State, which would increase its quota.

4. Applications from States which now have their 
quota, or from States which are over quota, should be for 
facilities already in use in that State.

5. An application from an under quota State in an 
under quota zone may apply either for facilities in use on an 
over quota State in that zone or an over quota State in an over 
quota zone.

In spite of its plausible sound, the order, like the Davis 

Amendment which it sought to observe, ignores fundamental and con

trolling laws of physics and literally froze the radio situation. No 

leeway was left for intelligent adjustment of facilities as between 

the zones. And in many cases it was impossible for an under quota 

State in an over quota zone to make a single move which would have 

the effect of making its quota nearer to what, under the Commission’s 

own interpretation of the law, it should have been. What the Com

mission did was to rob itself of the very discretion which would 

have made it possible, from time to time, to adjust the inequalities 

of service which exist.
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Returning now to the Davis Amendment itself, we find, that it 

was passed, in an effort -to make the Commission do what it was originally 

intended should be done in administering the Radio Act of 1927. That 

is, the establishment of a fair and equitable distribution of facilities 

throughout the country. There can be no dispute about the principle. 

It is entirely sound. But the Davis Amendment, which attempts to 

enforce the principle, is not only unsound, but is per se a guarantee 

that the prople will NOT receive the full measure of radio service to which 

they are entitled.

The Davis Amendment ignores the fact that radio waves know no 

state boundaries« Bub the equality specified in the Radio Act, and the 

long column of quota figures would not reflect this improvement of service, 

so in order that the Commission might show Congress a record of five,zones 

with approximately 80,units each, the best interests of the people.were 

ignored.

For the several reasons outlined, many sound authorities feel 

that the Davis Amendment should be repealed, and that such repeal would 

most certainly be in the "public interest, convenience or necessity"

Because of the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, 

in the case of Federal Radio Commission vs. General Electric Co., in 281 

U. S. 464, in which the Court stated:

1. The case of Federal Radio Commission and Johnson-Kennedy Radio 
Corporation vs Nelson Brothers Bond & Mortgage Company, heard April 11, 
1933, by the Supreme Court of the United States, will undoubtedly in
fluence the repeal of the Davis Amendment. This case will be taken up 
in the concluding chapter of this thesis.
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”In the cases just cited, as also in others, it is recognized 
that the courts of the District of Columbia are not created 
under the judiciary article of the Constitution hut are 
legislative courts, and therefore that Congress may invest 
them with jurisdiction of appeals and proceedings such as 
have been described.

"But this court (Supreme Court) can not be invested with 
jurisdiction of that character, whether for purposes of review 
or otherwise. ***** it cannot give decisions which are 
merely advisory; nor can it exercise or participate in the 
exercise of functions which are essentially legislative or 
admini s t r at i ve. ”

the Radio Act of 1927, was anemded by the act of July 1, 1930, which in 

substance is as follows:

That section 16 of the Radio Act of 1927 is amended by striking

out the whole of said section and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

Sec. 16 (a) An appeal may be taken, in the manner here
inafter provided, from decisions of the commission to the 
court of Appeals of the District of Columbia in any of the 
following cases:

"(1) By an applicant for a station license, or for renewal 
of an existing station license, or for modification of an 
existing station license, whose application is refused by 
the commission.

” (2) By any licensee whose license is revoked, modified, 
or suspended by the commission.

” (3) By another person, firm, or corporation aggrieved or 
whose interests are adversely affected by any decision of 
the commission granting or refusing any such application or 
by any decision of the commission revoking, modifying, or 
suspending an existing station license.”

Sec. 16 (d) ”At the earliest convenient time the court 
shall hear and determine the appeal upon the record before 
it, and shall have power upon such record, to enter a judg
ment affirming or reversing the decision of the commission, 
and, in event the court shall render a decision and enter 
an order reversing the decision of the commission, it shall 
remand the ease to the commission to carry out the judgment 
of the court: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That the review by the 
court shall be limited to questions of law and that findings 
by the commission, if supported by substantial evidence, 
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shall he conclusive unless it shall clearly appear that 
the findings of the commission are arbitrary or capricious. 
The courts judgment shall be final, subject however, to 
review by the Supreme Court of the United States upon 
writ of certiorari on petition therefor under section 347 
of title 28 of the Judicial Code by appellant, by the 
commission, or by any interested party intervening in the 
appeal.1’

The effect of the act of July 1, 1930, was that the Federal

Radio Commission took over completely the duties pertaining to the

regulations concerning the issuing of licenses to radio broadcasting 

stations, and other detailed duties, that formerly was undertaken by 

the Commerce Department and the Court of Appeals of the District of 

Columbia, was instituted as a super-radio commission.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION.

After a thorough study and. consideration of the legislative 

enactments on the subject, and further supplemented by the briefs and 

argument in the case of Federal Radio Commission and Johnson-Kennedy v. 

Nelson Brothers Bond and Mortgage Company (Station WIBO),^ I believe 

that, for the best interests of the broadcasting companies and individual 

broadcasting station owners, as well as for the "public interest, con

venience or necessity", the effect of the acts of March 28, 1928, known 

as the Davis Amendment, and the Act of July 1, 1930, should be repealed 

and legislation enacted which would incorporate the provisions of the 

Radio Act of 1927, providing that the work now carried out by the Federal 

Radio Commission should be in its entirety handled by the Department of 

Commerce, and that the Federal Radio Commission should sit or act in the 

same capacity, in regards to radio, as does the Board of Tax Appeals in 

regard to the Internal Revenue Bureau of the Treasury Department.

I believe that such was the intention of authors of the Radio 

Act of 1927, but such result was not obtained because the Radio Commis

sion has through various influences arrogated to itself the powers and 

duties that were manifestly intended to be exercised as a permanent policy 

by the Department of Commerce.
i

1. Argued before the Supreme Court of the United States, April 11, 1933.
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By such an enactment it would he possible to better administer 

the regulation and control of the radio field. And in addition, from a 

legal standpoint, the matter of procedure regarding appeals from deci

sions pertaining to the refusal or revocation of licenses, and wavelengths 

would be more exhaustively handled.

Then the Federal Radio Commission would be the super radio 

commission, and if an anneal were granted by the Court of Appeals of the 

District of Columbia, a case could then be taken to the Supreme Court of 

the United States, as there would be a case or controversy, which at the 

present time, and under nresent regulations, cannot be the case, as 

evidenced by the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Federal 

Radio Commission v. General Electric Company; and which, I firmly believe, 

will be further substantiated by the forthcoming decision of the Supreme 

Court in the case of Federal Radio Commission gnd. Johnson-Kennedy v. 

Kelson Brothers Bond find Mortgage Company (Station WIBO).

Federal Radio Commission and Johnson-Kennedy v. Nelson Brothers 

Bond and Mortgage Company was a case which went to the Supreme Court on 

a writ of certiorari, to review the decision of the Court of Appeals of 

the District of Columbia, on an appeal from the decision of the Federal 

Radio Commission granting auplication of the Johnson-Kennedy Radio Cor

poration (Station WJKS) of Gary, Indiana, for modification of its license, 

and terminating the existing radio broadcasting license heretofore issued 

to Nelson Brothers Bond and Mortgage Company (Station WIBO).
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On September 26, 1930, the Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation 

of Gary, Indiana, filed with the Radio Commission an application for modi

fication of its then existing license, and requested a regional frequency 

of 560 kc, with unlimited hours of operation. The regional frequency and 

hours of operation were then assigned to Nelson Brothers Bond and Mortgage 

Company, Chicago, Illinois.

The anulication of the Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation was for 

the purpose of removing Station WIBO from the air and bestowing upon the 

Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation the assigned radio facilities of fre

quency channel and time theretofore granted to respondents.

Thereafter the Commission, on October 6, 1930, notified the 

respondents that the Commission had examined the application of the 

Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation, and, not being satisfied that public 

interest, convenience or necessity would be served by granting same, had 

designated the matter for hearing on April 23, 1931.

No nroceeding was instituted to revoke the permits of station 

WIBO under the provisions of Section 9 of the Radio Act, which section is 

still in force.

Hearing was had on the arrolication of WJKS, hopever, and con

sumed seven days, from April 23 to April 30, 1951, before the federal 

Radio Commission’s Chief Examiner. Said Chief Examiner thereafter, on 

July 28, 1931, filed with the Commission his report, wherein he reviewed 

the evidence, made findings and recommended as follows:
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. "In consideration of the foregoing it is re
commended that the application of Johnson-Kennedy 
Radio Corporation for use of the 560 kç. channel, 
now assigned to Station WIBO, he denied.” 

Thereafter the applicant Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation 

filed exceptions to Examiner’s report and requested oral argument in 

support of its exceptions, and thereafter, on October 16, 1931, with

out further notice to or hearing of appellant,the Commission denied 

the request of the applicant for oral argument, granted the applica

tion of Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation for modification of its lic

ense, directed the Secretary of the Commission to issue a modified 

license to the Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation authorizing the opera

tion of its station WJKS on the regional frequency of 560 kc, and un

limited hours of operation, directed its Secretary to terminate the 

existing radio broadcasting license theretofore issued to Kelson Bro

thers Bond and Mortgage Company (Station WIBO) in accordance with the 

conclusions reached in said decision and the terms and conditions of : 

said license, and directed that the order be effective twenty days from 

the date thereof.

Respondents, on October 24, 1931, filed in the Court of Appeals 

their notices of appeals, with statements of reasons therefor, and there

with their -oetitions for stay of the Commission's decision and order. 

Stay was granted October 31, 1931.

The summary of argament for the respondents, the Kelson Brothers 

Bond and Mortgage Company, was as follows: That the findings of the Court 

of Appeals of the District of Columbia were supported by the record:
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That no steps were taken for a revocation of respondent’s 

permit, hut the Commission proceeded, on the premise that it had the 

■power to "forfeit" licenses, on the mere application of a station in 

an under-quota State within a zone that such forfeiture he worked in 

order to hestow upon the applicant the facilities of the "deleted, sta

tion. This false premise and the lack of any ground for revocation, 

as well as the absence of any ground for revocation, made the action 

of the Commission arbitrary and capricious. The Commission was also 

arbitrary and capricious in that it did not apply its own orders to the 

case.

The Commission ignored the fact that while both Indiana and 

Illinois are under quota in regional stations, Indiana has more regional 

station assignments in proportion to its.quota than has Illinois.

The Commission’s ordei' is contrary to the statute in that it 

permits the applicant to designate a station to be "deleted or removed".

The forfeiture of stations which have been found by the Com

mission to be serving public- interest, convenience and necessity would 

be an unreasonable execution of the mandate of Congress to apportion 

facilities "equitably among the States", and an interpretation of the 

statute as giving such power would be unconstitutional.

The Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia, the final 

administrative supervisor of the acts of the Commission, has properly 

applied the law in its various decisions and has established principles 

of law which should be applied to this case.
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The summary of the argument for the Federal Radio Commission 

is as follows: That Section 9 of the Radio Act of 1927, as amended by 

section 5 of the Act of March 28, 1928, known as the Davis Amendment, 

authorizes the Commission to grant broadcasting licenses if the public 

interest, convenience, or necessity will be served thereby, and requires 

the Commission simultaneously to make, as nearly as possible, an equal 

allocation of broadcasting facilities to the zones, and a fair and equit

able distribution among the states in each zone. That a contrary conclu

sion is possible only if Congress did not intend that the Davis Amendment 

should be applied where an existing station otherwise performing satis

factory service would be adversely affected thereby. This is apparently 

what the court below intended to hold when it stated that the decision 

of the Commission in this case was "in a legal sense arbitrary and cap

ricious" .

But that if Congress intended the Davis Amendment to be thus 

limited it would have so provided. Its legislative history shows con

clusively the intent of Congress that, where such action would be in 

the rublic interest and is necessary to bring about the fair and equit

able distribution among the States provided for in the Davis Amendment, 

the Commission should, decline to renew the licenses of existing stations, 

even though they may otherwise be onerating satisfactorily.

However, I believe that the argument of the respondents, the 

Helson Brothers Bond and Mortgage Company, regarding the Jurisdiction of 

the Supreme Court, was the deciding feature in the case. It falls in 
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line with the suggestion that the Federal Radio Commission should he 

the body to which appeals could be taken from the Department of Commerce, 

and in such a procedure an appeal could be taken to the Supreme Court, 

and the matter of Jurisdiction, as set forth in the Muskrat Case, the 

Federal Radio Commission v. General Electric Company,and Keller v. 

Potomac Electric Power Company would be complied with; because in my 

opinion the act of July 1, 1930 did not rectify the conditions which 

existed at the time the General Electric Company case was decided, and 

I believe that the condition still exists, namely, that the Supreme 

Court cannot entertain Jurisdiction in such class of cases.

As radio is the latest means of communication and since the 

Department of,Commerce has had control over all forms of transrortation 

and communication, it seems to be only fitting that the power of regula

tion and control of radio should be vested in the Denartment of Commerce, 

which Department, it is thought, is best able to handle matters regain

ing to all means of communication.

1. 281 U. S. 464.
2. 261 U. S. 428
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